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ABSTRACT
Revolving around a project site in the new suburb NærHeden in Hedehusene, Høje Tåstrup,
this paper seeks to give a new proposition of a
future school with a sustainable approach.
The adopted methods are an integrated design
process with a holistic approach and with focusing on implementation of architectural as well
as engineering considerations.
The first part is a research of the mental and
physical development of children, how architecture as a physical object as well as daylight can
influence on the way children achieve knowledge. This part is mainly based on statements defined by selected architects and theorists. Firstly it becomes clear that physical activity, play
and social development are important keywords
in the ability and process of learning. Secondly
the understanding of light’s influence on humans circadian rhythm are important aspect
evaluated on both a perceptible and measurable level.
The final design of the school in NærHeden consist by five clusters divided in terms of subjects.
A loop is introduced which works as the center
for spontaneous meetings among the pupils
and teachers, space for group works and the
main flow which leads to all of the areas at the
school. The subject laboratories and workshops
is the main rooms for learning which all follow
the regulations for indoor climate by implement
deliberate passive strategies. The energy performance of the building meet the 2020 building regulations by implementing PV-panels as
a sustainable active strategy.
The final outcome is a school that creates the
best learning conditions for children in Hedehusene that not only focusing on the academic
knowledge but also invite to physical activity,
movement and social development among children.
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READERS GUIDE
This booklet is introduced with the information
of the project. Further it contains teen chapters
illustrated and explained in the strategy. The
four main chapters; theory, analysis, design process and presentation has an introduction and
a conclusion.
The first main chapter: Theory explains the obtained knowledge for designing the project.
The second main chapter: Analysis will introduce the site and the users of the future school in
NærHeden.
The third main chapter: Presentation contains
the final design proporsal of the school in NærHeden.
The fourth main chapter: Design process is organized in four chapters and will explain the
material on which the final result is based.
The last chapter epilogue consists of the conclusion and the reflection of the final project
and the process. Hereafter the illustration and
reference list will be listed. Finally the Appendix
will include additional information associated
with the theory and the analysis and detailed
calculations.
The referencing is done according to the Harvard method.
Elaborated words used in the report:
Common areas: Defined in the text as all the
area except the subject clusters.
Subject clusters: often called clusters
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INTRODUCTION
This project is a design proposal for a future
school situated in the new suburb in NærHeden
in Høje Tåstrup. The school is a danish primary
school from 0. to 9. grade with four tracks on
each year group. The pupils in the danish primary school are divided into three stages through
their schooling defined as pre-preparatory classes from 0-3 grade, intermediate stage from
4-6 and lower secondary education from 7-9
grade. In total 1000 pupils and 150 employees
will have their everyday life at the school.
A holistic approach to the projects combines
both aesthetics, functional, technical and spatial considerations. The notion of sustainability is
accomplished by several aspects from energy
performance of the building, good indoor climate, daylight and materials as well as the social
perspective of sustainability.
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MOTIVATION
The Danish primary school
Denmark is a welfare society, based on
traditions. This is reflected in our way of
thinking and our behaviours. The Danish tradition is also often expressed in
architecture and specifically public buildings and public institutions. We appreciate the Danish values and we respond to architecture that exudes a
history we can relate to. (Rasmussen,
2017)
One of the biggest developments of
public institutions where tradition, history and values unite, are public
schools in Denmark. The Danish school
is very important for most families in
Denmark. We take great pride in our
children’s development, so they can
get a good education and thus have a
strong position in the society. It all begins at the first day of school. (Jørgensen, 2017)
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The school start is the most important
period in a child’s life. This period sets
the expectations for the child’s academic, personal and social development,
but with the new education reform, the
physical environments in which learning must take place, are challenged.
With the new education reform, learning, physical exercise and practical
and social activities have an overall
perspective throughout the day. The
teaching has been organized as a combination of theoretical knowledge and
practical skills and activities. School
days are getting longer and therefore
created a need for the school environment to change during the day, in relation to different activities. (Knudsen. et
al. 2015)
Here it is interesting to look at how the
child’s development and learning ability is affected by the different physical
spaces. How they perceive space and

how it can motivate them physically
and mentally. We seek to explore how
architecture, sustainability, light, the
sensual and knowledge about the development of the child, positively can
affect children through their first years
in school, so they get a pressure and
strong upbringing. It is our belief that
an inspiring learning environment can
enhance the relationship between students and teacher, so the students feels motivated to learn and the teacher
passionate about giving a more varied
and qualified teaching.
Global challenges
The motivation for this project is our
common interest to global challenges,
what changes them and how to solve
them in a local, national and international perspective.
”The school has always been a significant player in the development of soci-

Ill. 1 -3 Global challenges

al capital and democratic action competence, but in a globalized world with
climate change and rising inequality
both nationally and internationally are
public school role as a national meeting place and social educator no
less.”
(Knudsen. et al. 2015, p. 195)
Today our society and world perception
are affected by a lot of global issues.
Inequality and the poor world, Human
Rights and cultural meetings, overpopulation and migration, war and terror/
political and religious conflicts, disease, climate change, environmental problems/pollution/ unsustainable consumption and production, Financial
Crises
All of these eight global challenges affect humans all over the world and they
can only be controlled by human cooperation. This cooperation should
occur even before and during the

child’s first years in school and through
his personal as well as professional development. It is especially in the transition from the playing stage to the learning stage where children develop their
personal skills and goes from being individuals who focus on their own interests, to be able to include in larger
communities and thereby let their relationships grow. (Bergström, 1998 p.
62)
Learning is future
According to global challenges, FN
made a study in 2015 that shows what
matters most to people worldwide. In
this study, it appears, with over
9,000,000 participants that education
is what matters the most for over
6,000,000 people. Although school
conditions are very different around
the world, it is still a relevant topic,
which has great focus worldwide. (WEF,

2016”)
Denmark has one of the best education systems in the world, and especially
on this front, we are constantly in development. It is clear how the school buildings have evolved in line with both the
development of new teaching methods,
technological progress and the development of the society. In all these processes, particularly the economy has
had a major influence.
There are many important factors in
the discussion about good education.
Both the location, the teaching materials and teachers’ competencies are
crucial. It is relevant how the teachers
understand the children’s needs and
also communicates with them. It is also
important that the cooperation between teachers and educators in the
school and the parents, are working
out, for the wellbeing of the child.
The new education reform has created
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“

One of the purposes of the education
reform is to lift all students academically
so that ”everyone can be as skilled as they
can

		
			

a great debate about the future of
education because children stay longer
in school during the day, than ever. The
school must be able to accommodate
several situations for the child through
a whole day. The school must therefore
ensure that all children are more physically active and thereby more motivated to learn, but it must also be able
to create tranquil and safe environment
for those who have difficulty engaging
in larger communities.
(Kirkeby, 2003 p. 49)
The new education reform was published with an objective paragraph, which
decides the development of the primary school: The Primary school should
challenge all students so that they become as skilled as they can. The primary school must reduce the importance
of social background in relation to academic results. Confidence and well
being in the primary school must be
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”

(Knudsen. et al. 2015, p.109)

strengthened through, respect for professional knowledge and practice.
Further three tools are developed to
support the achievement of these
goals. Students must have a longer and
more varied school day with more and
better teaching and learning. There
must be a competence of teachers,
educators and managers. Efforts
should be made by simplified common
objectives and the rules around the primary school should be simplified.
Architecture, sustainability tools and
sense involvement
With the understanding of the optimal
conditions for learning in primary
school, it is essential to focus on the
architecture, which constitutes the physical surroundings in where teaching
takes place. The physical environment
must be a united knowledge of the
child’s needs and development, but

also the architectural effects and sustainability as a tool. In this context, it is
interesting to look at light as a resource
to achieve all these aspects and even
unite them.
Optimal and sufficient daylight is important in a sustainable school, to
achieve the measurable values so that
the least possible light is being replaced by artificial lighting, but also for the
noticeable values as daylight allows.
Daylight has a clear impact on our circadian rhythm and our activity level
and we are thereby in better mental balance and thus achieve good health.
We find the interesting aspect of the
cross field between the potential of architecture and the effect of sustainability and light. Sustainability has a great
impact on architecture today. We often
see it as a goal to achive more than a
tool to create good architecture, because it often means that the budget must

GLOBAL CHALLENGES
NATIONAL CHALLENGES
THE NEW SCHOOL REFORM
LEARNINGGOALS
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHILD
PEDAGOGY
DIDACTIC
ARCHITECTURE
SPACE
Ill. 4 Motivation

be expanded. The intension is to combine sustainability and the value of the
use of senses by integrating light, to
create a school that on one hand comply with building regulations but at the
same time relate to the senses, to create an active school, that adapt to the
development.
Technological development and urbanization
The development of the society has as
well as the technological development
had a major impact on the learning
methods used in schools today. A lot of
the teaching is replaced by technology
where teaching is either taking place
on interactive boards or on a computer
screen. These learning methods prepare students to be able to commit themselves in a technological world. But
even though the technological development has had a great impact on the le-

arning methods today, we are still very
traditional in the construction of the
school and the physical environments.
(Knudsen. et al. 2015)
Although the criticism of the old school
buildings is comprehensive and they
often end up being demolished than
being rebuilt due to increased economic pressure, it is worth remembering
that they are all built with the best intentions. Older schools are clearly built
with contemporary knowledge about
the school buildings and learning that
is far from comparable with today’s
school environment. Therefore, there
may also arise a need to change the
schools we built today, when we acquire new knowledge in the future that can
contribute to the school environment to
suit future schools. School buildings
must be flexible and adaptable in both
spaciousness and interior. The schools
should also be able to accommodate

the expected growth in the population,
which is expected to influence the size
of the schools and the number of new
schools.
The increasing population will also
mean that the larger cities in the future, is growing significantly. Commuting
in and out of the major cities will grow
and there will be a need to develop the
suburbs from empty land into attractive
residential areas, which may hold the
future of diverse families.
(Copenhagen commune, 2015)
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METHODOLOGY
Based on the theory stated by the architect Bryan Lawson this project will
be inspired by his approach to design.
Through his book “How designers think
- The Design Process demystified” he
describes a model deduced by studying
several architects and their approach
to design. Firstly he states that every
designer have their pre understanding
and experience from earlier work. This
will in any cases influence on the design and that intellectual baggage of
experiences will some how be the subjective starting point for a project.
The process from problem to solution is
described as the negotiation through
three phases of activities; analysis,
synthesis and evaluation. The order of
the phases is secondary and the pro-
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cess can not be seen as a chronological path but as an iterative process
going back and forth between the phases.
Analysis deals with understanding and
defining the problem, the synthesis is
the phases where solutions are made
and the evaluation deals with the judgments and testing of the solutions
whether they must be optimized or reconsidered [Lawson, 1980, pp. 23-30].
We have used Bryan Lawson’s method
of drawing up a strategy of which Bryan
Lawson’s elements are included to fit
our project. Later, the strategy will be
elaborated and explained in relation to
our design process in the project with
the school in NærHeden.

Analysis
Problem

Solution

Evaluation

Synthesis

Ill. 5 Design strategy defined by Bryan Lawson
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THE IMAGE OF THE SOCIETY

Once in the Middle ages
Middle ages is an important period in
the danish history of cities. At that time
people moved together in cities and
were attracted to the opportunities that
made it possible to live closely with
others. They realised that they could
exploit each other’s competences and
in that way build up a strong society
with economic prosperity followed by a
culture of learning and religion. Already
at that time the city consisted by a varied group of citizens; rich, poor, educated and non educated. Today the motivation of living together as a society is
still not far from the citizens in the Middle ages [Washuus, 2016].
The following point of view are deduced
from a group discussion to align our individual state and pre understanding of
the below exposition.
A society
Humans are individual people with individual competences, traditions and
stances. Together we are represented
as a society and as a society we can
solve and manage challenges we are
facing today. But succeeding as a society we must respect each others differences and traditions and not let conflicts and wars ruin our society.
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A city
Architecture and urban spaces are physical elements that creates the city and
reveals how we as humans live together and adept to each other. How
we construct, plan and develop our cities reflects the society. It reflects the
human settlements and the process of
transformation during years. It tells a
story of the society and how the human
during times have been living together
and the relation between the humans.
For instance we see deposited elements in the city originates from the
Middle Ages. This in terms of the pattern of streets, big culture institutions
as churches which gives us an impression of the society at that time. With
other words: The city is a image of the
society.
Giambattista Nolli was an italian architect living in the 1700’s. He was very
interested in how the city was constructed and made a nollimap of Rome
which illustrates the density of the city
and the public and private spaces. It
was a way of understanding the spatial
structure and the city pattern of the
isolated components and the interrelationships between its architecture,
building typologies and open spaces

[Ceen, 2017].
By taking a look on three european cities; Copenhagen, Rome and Barcelona
we have analysed the cities to understand the city structure. The experience
of the cities can be imagined differently
which reveals in the traditions that are
embedded in the cities. but we still see
a lot of elements that recur such as a
hiraki in main roads, streets, paths and
open public spaces. Elements which
we have pointed out on the illustrations
of the cities.
Our next generation
The school as an institution must reflect the society in that perspective that
the pupils must learn how we live together and respect each other. This following project for the school in NærHeden is designed with this focus: To
bring in the fundamental understanding of the society through the shape of
architecture. The school is a image of
the city and the city is a image of the
society.
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SUSTAINABILITY
ARCHITECTURE IN OUR TIME
For a long period, from the Renaissance to the late 1700s, the ancient idiom
and the ancient rules for proportioning
was the absolute role model, and architecture theory was really just a question of interpretation of Vitruvius and ruins from antiquity. Later at the
philosophy of enlightenment it was legitimate to choose between different styles. From the beginning of the 20th
century, there was a further liberation
from the classic rules. Concepts of space and function got a special prominence, like the idea of the honest, clear
and shown construction. Also, the notion of architecture as an expression of
the present was important. [Arkitektonisk kvalitet, 2000]
Today we are very concerned about the
planet earth’s climate, and this is
among other expressed in the building
sector. The building sector consumes
40% of yearly global energy use. [Buil-
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dings energy data book, 2012] It requires a lot of effort, from all involved in a
building project, to reduce that value.
In working towards a les climate influencing building sector, there has been
created great rules and guidelines for a
lot of aspects in the process. These
guidelines create a new form of architecture. Sustainable architecture. Which
we believe is the print of present architecture.
It implies that we think about how architecture works in the local surroundings, and which affects project has to
the global environment in the long perspective. But it is not just the environment, we must take into account, in order to create sustainable architecture.
We must also look at social sustainability and economic sustainability. The
goal is to create cities, buildings and
landscapes that can cover our generations needs in a way that does not re-

duce the opportunities for the next generations. One way to manage the
process and keep focused on all parameters is the DGNB system, it is a certification system that includes a broad
palette of parameter. By implementing
the certification tool in this school project, from the very beginning, we direct
the project at a sustainable focus, and
ensure that we get processed all complex phases of a building process.
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Ill. 9 Selected aspects according to environmental, social and economical sustainability.

Environmental sustainability strategy:
Working with environmental sustainability requires that we understand how
architecture affects the environment.
We begin with an analysis of how different locations, shapes, materials and
technical solutions will affect the project’s impact on the environment and its
energy consumption. We are working to
create space efficiency and flexibility,
and we choose the designs and materials that have the best lifecycle perspectives in relation to resource consumption and environmental impact. With
DGNB, And the Danish building regulations and standards, we can ensure
that the building meets all environmental requirements and are of general
high quality. We also use various special tools as BSIM and Be15 in relation to
light, indoor climate and energy consumption.

Social sustainability strategy:
Working with social sustainability requires a great understanding of how architecture affects people. We will create
safe and good spaces where people
meet. We will organize for diversity and
accessibility. We design space with
good light, visibility, good acoustics,
pleasant temperature and fresh air. We
want to create spaces that stimulate
the senses, arouses emotions and optimize and maintain the human energy
and physics. We will design outdoor
spaces that create joy of natural, is
shielded from the weather and supports human interaction and physical
activity. We will focus the project at the
users, by implementing good approved
theories and new knowledge, about the
children’s brain, and development, and
the future school related to Danish society.

Economical sustainability strategy:
Working with economic sustainability
requires insight into how architecture
affects the economy both in individual
projects and in society as a whole. We
are working to minimize resource consumption and operating costs through
space-efficient and flexible solutions.
We work with multi functionality to take
advantage of institutions to function throughout the day, which would
otherwise only be used by the school in
the daily hours. This includes cultural
facilities and recreational areas, creating the best conditions for sustainable
economic growth. The focus is to create
future-proof robust solutions that can
withstand many years of use.
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DGNB
During the last few decades there has
been more and more focus on sustainability – this is also the case in the
building industry. Therefore, it has
been improving to define a common set
of rules which makes sustainability measurable.
numerous standards have been established and adopted in the building industry, the goals for these certificate is
various. A new German certification system DGNB (Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Nachhaltiges Bauen) is now being used
more often, in Denmark. The evaluations of Danish sustainable buildings are
controlled by DK-GBC (Green Building
Council Denmark). DGNB certification
system focus equally on the environment, economy and social conditions.
DGNB wants to promote a holistic approach to construction and urban areas.
There can be applied for a specific pro-
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ject to be certified, the building can
achieve premiering silver-, gold- or platin certification, depending on the performance, evaluated by 40 different
criteria, to ensure the building attains a
high quality. These criteria’s is distributed between 7 categories (Environmental Quality, Economic Quality, Sociocultural and Functional Quality, Technical
Quality, Process Quality and Site Quality), this should result in a very broad
and substantial certification evaluation. The program consists of a very specific manual for evaluation, where the
project is based on both quantitative
and qualitative evaluation depending
on criteria.
It is reasonable to optimize and document the quality of sustainability parameters such as indoor climate, light
and acoustics in buildings, which must
frame learning environments the next
several years.

DGNB is a complex certification method which require an education for
consultants to be able to implement
the system in a building project process. This introduces the DGNB certification system which is included in this
project. As a guide tool for creating a
high quality sustainable school building. [CORE 14, 2017]
Ill. 10 show the 45 different criterias,
where the markers clarify which aspect
s has been affected in this project.
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THE DANISH SCHOOL
School typologies in Denmark
The first Danish schools were built arround the beginning of the 1800,s with
the latin school. The schools are very
different in typology, materials and interior according to the year they were
build. Most schools of that time and up
to the village school in the early 1900s
are either rebuilt or completely removed to make room for new schools since the rooms do not suit today’s
teaching.
In the 1930s came the central school,
which is a solid brick construction on
two levels. The original building is very
traditional, and from the main entrance
located in the middle of the facade,
one enters in a hall or into a staircase.
The staircase leads up to the school’s
upper floors, where the classrooms are
located along the corridor. The schools
that were built in the years hereafter
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was influenced by the functionalist style. After World War II. light and air had
of great importance in the buildings,
which was reflected in the large glass
facades. The colours were bright and
the message of these schools were
clear: all children have equal access to
education, regardless of social background.
The challenges of the functionalist style were the long, straight lines and partly uniform surfaces. In addition, there is
no difference in the building and the
expression of these schools can easily
seem monotonous and terrifying.
After 1960, the school typology was inspired by new teaching types and improved working conditions in schools.
Therefore they constructed kamskoler,
which are flat buildings on only one floor. The building is divided into several
parts; each part has its own functions.
In one part the classrooms were loca-

ted, in another special-subject rooms
and in the third, the school management all connected by a long corridor.
In the 1970s, the sight of, school space, teaching methods and the school’s
social life changed.
The boundaries between different
classrooms were removed and got
rather large and open spaces.
This type of school was named Openplan school, because it was possible to
change the room and the furnishings
for teaching
School buildings from this period are
concrete buildings of one floor. Openplan school had only a few walls to divide up the plan and were therefore characterized by a large, central common
area with surrounding classrooms for
group work and social activities including across classes and age groups. The
one big school yard was demolished
and divided up in small outdoor spaces

SCHOOL TYPOLOGIES
YEAR
2000 -

Hybridskolen /åben skole

Den rumfleksible skole

2000

Projektarbejde skolen

Den rumfleksible skole

1970

Åben plan skolen

1960

kamskolen skolen

Den funktions opdelte skole

1950

By skolen

Etage skolen

1945

Funktionalistisk skole

Den funktions opdelte skole

1930

Central skolen

1800

Statens skoler

1780

Borgerdyd skolen

1736

Landsby skolen

1720

Rytter skolen

Ill. 11 Timeline of school typologies

that gave students the opportunity to
meet in smaller frames and the retained vast grassland where everyone
could play and meet across the classes.
Today most schools are inspired by
Open-plan school from the 1970s.
Today the school must meet the
teaching and the children are the centre. Therefore, it is both children, parents, teachers and educators that
have an impact on the design of the
school. Today the school is a building
with high ceilings, large windows to provide light and air and various green outdoor areas. The focus is on creating
schools with surprises and experiences
in building form that motivate and inspire activities.
Teaching in the Danish school
The teaching has changed a lot just like
the school buildings over the 20 and

Den funktions opdelte skole

Since the school typologies are Danish, they can not be
translated directly into english without losing their meaning

the 21-century. Approximately hundred
years ago, the focus were directed towards memorization and tranquillity in
the classes. The training was very different from urban to rural schools, but
consisted mainly of Christianity, Danish, writing and mathematic, and sometimes a little history and geography.
The conditions at the school and the
teaching was different. City schools
were far more developed and most closely resembles today’s education.
Today teaching uniform across the
country and public school reform ensures a common ground and common
goals. The reform has also meant longer school days, to make the day more
varied. There is also included more
physical activity during the school day
for the benefit of motivation, learning
and health.
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A CHILDS MENTAL, PHYSICAL
AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
To understand how the physical environment affects and influences children’s learning ability, it is important to
examine how children’s physical, mental and social development takes place. In addition, it is essential to look at
the different phases in a child’s development from birth and through preparatory stage.
There are several theories, which describe the development of a child’s brain, and what positively influence this
development. This development is important for our understanding of how
children learn best and what conditions apply to child development.
This section compares theories of the
child’s brain with the child’s health,
well-being, socialization, learning prerequisites and the physical environment. The first section goes through
the different stages in the development
of a child’s brain based on Matti
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Bergström’s “Neuro Pædagogik”.
Further the theory about “De første år I
skolen – efter reformen” written by
Anne Knudsen and Caroline Jacobsen
will be discussed. This anthology presents important themes about the first
years of school after the new education
reform. These theories will be compared and from here the essential themes
that affect the spacious considerations
will be deduced.
The brain development phases can be
illustrated by a spiral model.
The nutritive stage dominates, in the
first years of the child’s life, where the
child basically needs care, food,
warmth and love. It is only the lowest
part of the brain that is ripened and
therefore it is the strain force of consciousness that dominates the child’s be-

haviour. This behaviour is seen in motor
functions
that
are
very
uncoordinated and the will is not targeted.
In addition, most of the senses have
not yet been developed, and they are
limited to the senses of pain, taste,
smell, heat, and the skin’s sense of
touch.
The next phase is called the play age.
At this stage, mental crises can be
experienced, when the ego is formed.
Next the sense organs, the sensory
pathways and the centre in the brain
are fully developed. The motor skills
can now be controlled and coordinated
by the child itself. Children in this age
develop a strong awareness force that
gives them curiosity, interest and enthusiasm. Immediately hereafter the
“neurophysiological ego” begins to
form in the brain, in between the cerebral cortex and the strain, which means

Development

Value/
Evaluative
13 år -

Theory
8-13 år

Skills

5-8 år

Play

2-5 år

Care

0-2 år

Ill. 12 The development of the child

that the child is now able to distinguish
between me and you, and themselves
and the outside world. (Bergström.
1998)
A certain “option cloud” dominates the
behaviour in the play age. “The child
focus more on its interest in the outer
tings options than on their physical ability” (Bergström. 1998, p. 66) it is the
play that reinforces the influence of the
“option cloud”.
The third stage can be seen as an information- and knowledge age, which will
take place in 5-8 years of age. It is characterized by how “play and logic replaces each other in the child’s attitude
towards the external environment”.
(Bergström. 1998, p. 67) in this phase
there may also occur a crisis time for
the child until the new “I” is stabilized,
which happens when the brain’s cortex
is sufficiently matured.
Here, the child must consolidate what

it has learned in previous phases.
“Then get the ability to draw logical conclusions-linear in their thinking and feeling for detail and their relationships
grow.” (Bergström. 1998, p. 68) The
children develop thus their ability to
control their actions and motor functions with their thoughts. In this phase
the child starts in school and thus meets a number of new requirements and
expectations in school and at home.
“The child will experience the enterprising and clever and get positive feedback from its environment, or in the
other pole, the child can be discouraged and experience inferior”. (Knudsen. et al. 2015 p. 47).
Important in this stage is still the play
between children. “If children at this
age do not have room for imagination
and play, stiffens the abstract thought
content and the associated logical
emphasized theory content for a more

or less rigid structure, and the cerebral
cortex can not be developed to new levels.” (Bergström. 1998, p. 68)
The play, together with learning, students’ interest, engagement and involvement forms the basis for teaching in
the primary school. “The play is seen as
fundamental and as a tool for development of children’s language, creativity
and social skills”. (Knudsen. et al.
2015, p 117) Just like play requires the
child’s active participation, also learning requires active participation
(Knudsen. et al. 2015 p. 119)
Today the pedagogy is focused on two
different ways to teach children. The
first is visible pedagogy where the
teaching is happening on a board the
other one is the Invisible pedagogy
where there are no fixed content and
the teaching therefore becomes more
varied during the day. (Larsen. et al.
2005. p. 60)
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It is however appropriate for the child’s
development that it is in physical activity throughout his time in school, because it is this activity and motivation that
creates the increased brain activity and
therefore increases the memory, the
ability to learn and the concentration,
activating multiple brain areas at once.
In the first years of the child’s years in
school, it is important that the transition from daycare to primary school focuses on strengthening and supporting
all children’s cognitive, emotional and
social skills. Likewise, it is essential
that it will have challenges that activate
the brain and make it more robust. This
resilience is influenced by the upbringing, life events and present conditions; it can be reinforced by socialization. (Knudsen. et al. 2015, p. 31) The
socialization, the communities and interaction that the child is situated in,
has the keys to how it creates its own
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identity and has the willingness to learn
and develop. The children must thrive
in the communities they are part of and
it is dedicated to the physical environments impact on the communities. The
community is the context in which the
child understands themselves and
others. “Both developing and learning
about human growth and change. Our
mental and physical development is
guided by our biology and genetic heritage and our cultural, social and personal experience” (Knudsen. et al. 2015
p. 118)
The room, in which the learning and upbringing of children should take place,
must be adapted to the needs of the
children. Children’s developments
pace are very different and a physical
environment that inspires and motivates should support them.
Children in preparatory stage are spending enormous energy on exploiting op-

portunities to create a personal space
within the public institution context.
(Larsen. et al. 2005. p. 47)
In order to isolate the permanent input
everyday life in school is characterized
by, from other students, from the teachers, from all types of movements affecting the senses, children create private space in the publicity. It can be
marked boundaries around their activities and interactions, or transformation
opportunities. These boundaries stage
a field of possibilities that have a social
dimension but also a spatial dimension, which both affect the child’s wellbeing.
(Larsen. et al. 2005. p. 47)
As a part of our consciousness is formed in interaction with other people, a
part of our consciousness is formed in
interaction with the physical environment (Larsen. et al. 2005. p. 49)
It’s about being able to see opportuniti-

THE CHILDS BRAIN

01
02
03
04

MOVEMENT CENTER
Frontal Lobe - Cortex
Develops between 3-12 years

07
06
05

SPEECH

Frontal Lobe - Cortex
Develops between 3-12 years

SMELL

Frontal Lobe - Cortex
Develops between 3-12 years

HEARING

Temporal Lobe - Cortex
Develops between birth to 2 years

SENSORIC CENTER

Parietal Lobe - Cortex
Develops between birth to 6 years

SIGHT

Occipital Lobe - Cortex

Develops between birth to 2 years

LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING

Temporal Lobe - Cortex
Develops between birth to 2 years

Ill. 13 The childs brain

es in the space you interact in, and
then you are also able to imagine a future action. The physical space can thereby be regarded as part of the schools’
pedagogy.
If all rooms in principle were able to accomplish the same actions, you do not
get the same total benefit, than if you
have a lot of rooms which all can do something different. (Larsen. et al. 2005.
p. 52)
It is thereby important that the room is
adapted to the needs of the individual
child. All children develop differently,
and it is appropriate to look at how the
physical environment can accommodate these differences. Children need to
play, be active and socialize, to learn,
and the physical environment should
inspire this process. The spaces must
be flexible so it can transform according to the certain activity. Besides the

transformation, there must be a shift
between the uses of rooms, so not all
activities take place in the same room.
Play and physical activities requires a
spaciousness that makes movements
possible. The social space, however, requires no spatiality in the same sense
but rather nooks and corridors where
the meeting consciously and unconsciously takes place across age groups.
It is the diversity in space and spaciousness, which inspires children to
play, exercise and learn.
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THE SPACIAL INFLUENCE
ON LEARNING
To establish a knowledge and insight
within pedagogy and architecture and
between children and space the following exposition is based on the theory
and method of analysis defined by the
danish architect Inge Mette Kirkeby.
The architect Winie Ricken and her theory is presented as well as the theory
developed by the German philosopher
Gernot Böhme and the danish doctor
and brain researcher Kjeld Fredens.
Common for them is the their studies
according to the relation between the
human and the physical environment.
But their approach of their theory are
separated according to aspects of the
environment either is described as objective, thus measurable or described
to be more psychological and perceptible, thus unmeasurable.
Through the different statement of theories the exposition is supported and
translated into specific architectural
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design ideas.
Mette Inge Kirkeby states five different
aspects of spaces to conceive the interaction between children and the
school environment. The first three
spaces, the social space, the activity
space and the behavior-regulating space are tangible and focused on physical
objects. These can easily be discussed
according to a building program while
the last two aspects of spaces, the space as the carrier of meaning and the
space as the carrier of atmosphere are
more focused on the phenomenologically perceptible experience. The five
spaces should not be seen as individual rooms but as integrated and as aspects represented in the same room (Kirkeby 2000 p. 81-82).

Mennesket og fysiske rum

Tangible

The Social Space

The Activity Space

Intangible

The behavior-regulating space

The space as the carrier of meaning

The space as the carrier of atmosphere

Theory by Inge Mette Kirkeby

Collection
Immersion
Negotiation

Theory by Winnie Ricken

Theory by Gernot Böhme and Kjeld Fredens

Ill. 14 The physical influence on learning.
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The social space
The activity space

MEETING
POINT MULTI

NICHE

The activity space

MULTI
NICHE

Ill. 15 The social space
Ill. 16 The social space
Ill. 17 The social space
Outward social life. Meeting point for a bigger group of pupils Visual contact through glasses (Copenhagen international Inward social life. Niche gather smaller group of pupils
(Nordstjerneskolen).
school).
(Nordstjerneskolen).
The activity space

MULTI
NICHE

MULTI
ROOM

MULTI
ROOM

LIBRARY
SEATING

Ill. 18 The activity space
Soft functionalism. Niche that invite to different activitis such
as using the screen to watch movies, playing and groupwork
(Nordstjerneskolen).

MULTI
1. The social space
The social space ROOM
is described as the relation between the room as the frame
and the different sort of social life that
takes place among the pupils as well
as the teachers. The school as a physical object is the frame for the children
to meet and confront each other and to
learn how to interact and associate
with each other. The school must be
seen as the extended society where democracy and hierarchy as central elements.
The social life are separated into the
interaction and cooperation in bigger
groups which includes classes or
school years and to smaller groups
such as just a couple of pupils. The
character of social life is also described
as the possibility to exchange being a
part of a big group to be your own individual (Kirkeby 2006 p. 83-87).
Architectural design ideas
The different kind of social life that ta-
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MEETING
STAIR
POINT

LIBRARY

SEATING

Ill. 19 The activity space
Ill. 20 The activity space
Soft functionalism. Room that is not define to one specific Soft funtionalism. Multifurniture that incorpurate several acactivity but must be defined by the pupils themself (Copen- tivties (Nordstjerneskolen).
hagen international school).

kes place in schools can be translated
only a couple of STAIR
pupils, for example a
LIBRARY
into specific architectural design ideas group standing in the schoolyard. They
that can invite to different kind of social are creating their own little group. How
life divided into respectivelySEATING
outward architecture can support that group and
social life and inward social life. The so- protect them for the bigger social life surcial life can be seen in a bigger perspe- rounding them can be done by making
ctive including common areas followed smaller niche and sitting areas address
by classes into smaller scale of social to only a couple of pupils (ill. 3) (Kirkeby
life for instance demarcated to a corner 2006 p. 87-90).
of a room.
Outward social life
Architectural design strategies that 2. The activity space
support social life with contact and in- The interaction between the pupils and
teraction can be made with paths that physical environment is the practical accross and meets so it’s invite people to tivities that exist. Mette Inge Kirkeby’s
experience the different sort of activiti- theory about the activity space is the difes. The way the rooms and the building ference between single activities but
are shaped decide where and how the also sequences of different activities,
users can interact. The outward social where the process and changing in the
life includes bigger groups of children different activities are important. So it is
(ill. 1).
not only about the activity here and now
but also the imagination of a future actiInward social life
vity. (Kirkeby 2006 p. 91-95). The diffeThe social life can also exist among rent sort of activities mentioned in Mette

ST

Immersion

Det adfærdsregulerende rum

Immersion

Negotiation
Collection

CANTEEN

Immersion

Ill. 21 Collection

Ill. 22 Negotiation

Ill. 23 Immersion
Det adfærdsregulerende rum

STAFF

LOW
INTENSITY

Det adfærdsregulerende rum

STAFF

HIGH
INTENSITY
CANTEEN

CANTEEN

Ill. 24 The behavior-regulating space
Ill. 25 The behavior-regulating space
Ill. 26 The behavior-regulating space
Different materials divide and create an indirect understa- The lifted staff area gives the teachers the opputunities to Openings into rooms in different hights indicate who the
ding of how to use and behave in different spaces
control and keep an eye on the pupils which make the hirarroom is adressed to (Copenhagen international school).
kiclear among pupils and teachers (The school in Sydhav(Nordstjerneskolen).
nen).

LOW
INTENSITY

Inge Kirkeby’s theory occur along with
different kind of activities of learning.
The definition of different kind of learning activities is for instance defined by
the danish architect Winie Ricken. She
divide activities into collection (samling), immersion (fordybelse) and negotiation (forhandling). Collection includes activities controlled and organized
by the teachers, immersion contains
activities that is more controlled by the
pupils themselves and can vary according to the pupils preferences and individual learning style. Negotiation occur
in between the activities of collection
and immersion and is controlled by the
pupils. Often this sort of activity happen in the startup phase or in the ending phase of a task and is the movement between places for working and
used among the students to discuss
and decide how and where they prefer
to work to solve a task (Kural, 2010, p.
44-47).

HIGH
INTENSITY

Architectural design ideas
Mette Inge Kirkeby define predetermined activities are described as “hard
functionalism”. The architecture is performed in a way that the pupils are not
in doubt about which function is assigned to the space.
“Soft functionalism” is defined as space, elements and details which can be
used in different ways according to the
specific activity. The pupils needs to be
creative, make strategies and maybe
interact with other pupils to use and
make the space optimal for the specific
activity. (ill. 4-6)
Soft functionalism and hard functionalism is based on single activities but
Inge Mette Kirkeby also defined activities which are described as the process
of activities that happen over time. the
process is the need for changing between activities during a lecture. This
can even be thought out in advance by
the teachers before an activity start or

LOW
INTENSITY

HIGH
INTENSITY

the changing between different sort of
activities can be made during the process by teachers and pupils. The architecture can be changed periodically
and is flexible (Kirkeby 2006 p. 96102).
The interplay between learning activities and physical rooms is also developed by the danish architect Winie
Ricken. She define different sort of activities as mentioned above but she underline the importance of having the
possibilities in changing between activities during time to meet the pedagogical intentions. She define three aspects - the organization of the school, the
physical room and the pedagogical practice. The organization of the school
includes the overall pedagogical intentions, planning and structure of the
education. The physical rooms cover
the building, rooms and the layout of
the room. The pedagogical intentions
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Dt betydningsbærende rum

Dt betydningsbærende rum

Dt betydningsbærende rum

Ill. 27 The space as the carrier of meaning
Ill. 28 The space as the carrier of meaning
Ill. 29 The space as the carrier of meaning
Indication in furniture, materials and signs illustrate how the Defined streets along class rooms. The interplay between A clear indication of who belong and is allowed to enter the
pivat and public zones a methafor for the society (Nordstjerrelation and meeting attends to be(Nordstjerneskolen).
door (Nordstjerneskolen).
neskolen).

defines the organization and schedule
of pedagogical intention in practice.
She address that the architecture must
be flexible to support pedagogy and learning activities and that optimal learning environments exist in the interplay
between the organization of the school,
physical room and the pedagogical intentions (Kural et al., 2010 p. 49-53).
3. The behavior-regulating space
The building can change the way pupils
move around and act in other words
the physical surroundings can be behavioral. It is not always for the pedagogic scope but it is about to maintain
and create the school as a miniature
society. The society is dominated by
power structure and hierarchy which
are important factors in an efficient society. This can be translated into the
school environment and in that way
maintain its order. The teacher must
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monitor and control the pupils according to their presentations, results and
their well-being. (Kirkeby 2006 p. 103106).
Architectural design ideas
Rules and good behavior including written and unwritten rules can be shaped
through architecture. One clear example is to put little knobs on the handrails
to taught the pupils not to slide down
the rails through the shape of architecture and can be done without verbalised prohibition. The teacher needs to
have the control of the pupils and the
architecture can give possibility for control (ill. 11) (Kirkeby 2006 p. 107-109).
4. The space as the carrier of meaning
The building is a metaphor and will represent different meanings. The school
is a public institution that represent the
society. The buildings, the schools furniture, furnishing and the rules of the

schools represent and present special
norms to the pupils. The building will
affect the pupils idea of what’s normal
and affect the pupils picture of the world.
Architectural design ideas
Shape and expression of the building
will affect the pupils idea of what’s normal and the way the school become a
picture of an interpretation it can either
enrich or provoke based on the overall
quality, organization, power structure
and the values of the school. For instance if a school building is not up to
date and worn down it can express an
evidence of the society’s interest and
priorities of the school influence and
importance. (Kirkeby 2006 p. 115121).
5. The space as the carrier of atmosphere
The space as the carrier of atmosphere
which is more about aesthetic and so-

Det stemte rum

Det stemte rum

Ill. 30 The space as the carrier of atmosphere
Ill. 31 The space as the carrier of atmosphere
Ill. 32 The space as the carrier of atmosphere
Materials as wood used to create a varm atmosphere in an Two windows create a lighted and open space (Copenhagen Niche with warm coulour and no direct light create an intim
international school).
open space (The school in Sydhavnen).
space (Nordstjerneskolen).

mething more intangible. The term atmosphere is a way of describing the
qualities of spaces and it is subjective
and an individual way of experience the
space through our senses and feelings
(Kirkeby 2006 p. 123-132).
The german philosopher, Gernot Böhme describes the term atmosphere in
his essay ”Atmosphere as the Subject
Matter of Architecture”. He states that
the main aspects are not the physical
objects as we can see, but what we
feel, perceive and sense when we enter
a room. An architect must be conscious
how to use elements as light, sound,
colour, symbols and pictures, it is physical object but they will emanates a special way of perceive the space. The character of spaces is experienced by the
mood and the mood occur to sense
where we are with feeling the space we
are present (Böhme 1995, p. 405406). Böhme’s theory can be linked together according to school environ-

ment by the theory developed by the
danish doctor and brain research Kjeld
Fredens. He address that atmosphere
is a dialog between people and the
room on an emotional stage. Learning
is about acquiring knowledge and
skills, but the learning does not begin
with a specific text or situation. Learning begin with the mood and atmosphere occur in the learning situation.
The pupils will be susceptible for acquire knowledge when they get affected
positively by its context and atmosphere which will occur to motivation and
openness for new informations [Fredsens]
Conclusion
The theories developed by Inge Mette
Kirkeby, Winie Ricken and Kjeld Fredens link together Böhmes theory with
the importance and relation between
the way pupils learn and the physical
environment. Inge Mette Kirkeby refer

to the importance of the social aspects
- how do pupils interact, the importance of the opportunities of different kind
of activities and to underline through
architecture to reflect the society the
pupils are a part of. Based on the more
perceptible approach both Kjeld Fredens and Gernot Böhme state how physical objects and elements influence of
the perceptible atmosphere sensed in
a space. The atmosphere will influence
the pupils in their motivation for learning. Described-above the purpose of
an optimal school environment is to
find and be aware of the balance between the measurable physical world
and subjectively experienced world.
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CASE STUDIES
As a part of our analysis we have investegated
three danish public schools, and visited all
three of them. The first two schools are located
in Copenhagen; Nordhavnen and Sydhavnen.
The first one is an international school and the
second one is an ordinary danish public school.
The third one is located in Frederikshavn,
named Nordstjerneskolen.
The following case studies in this section are
selected because of their potentials in different
learning environments, typology, functions and
organizations, their exploitation and integration
of technical requirements to indoor environment and to atmospheres at the school.
These studies seek to investigate different ways
of creating spaces for children’s’ development
and learning. Some of the profit by the case studies can inspire the design process.
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COPENHAGEN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
BY C. F MØLLER
CIS Nordhavn is the new school for
Copenhagen International School. The
school is located by the water in Copenhagen’s new city quarter, Nordhavn. It
is a private school with 180 teachers
and 930 pupils but with space for 280
teachers and 1200 pupils. The pupils
come from more than 80 different
countries and most of them is only associate with the school for a few years
because their parents are working in
international companies and organizations in Denmark for a shorter period.
The school is built in 2013-2017 and
the total area of the school is 25750
m².
The architectural idea of CIS is to create a connection between the school
premises and the public urban space
around the school and in Nordhavnen.

school-related or for the community.
Beside the indoor common areas the
school also hold an outdoor area that
works as a schoolyard to protect the
children from the water.
The green cubic facade on CIS Nordhavn is covered with 12.000 solar cell
panels and is thereby one of the world’s largest solar systems integrated
into a building. The panels will cover at
least half of the school’s annual energy
consumption. The knowledge about
the energy production of the panels
and the results can be used in the
teaching.

Each section of the school has its own
department: Early Years, Primary
School, Middle School and High School,
and its own design, color and layout
adapted to the individual age and grade levels. This way of separate the
school in four unit gives the school
identity and facilitate the orientation.
Each classroom is placed in the corners of the building to ensure outlook
and light intake from more than one
side.
The four school unites are places on
top of a base that holds the common
functions like foyer, sports facilities,
canteen, library and theater.
Outside school time, the classrooms
will be locked and the common areas
can be used for events that are
ill. 50 Copenhagen international school, Copenhagen
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ill. 51 Copenhagen international school, Copenhagen

ill. 52 Copenhagen international school, Copenhagen

ill. 53 Copenhagen international school, Copenhagen
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SKOLEN I SYDHAVNEN
BY JJW ARKITEKTER
The school is located close to the
harbor in Sydhavnen, Copenhagen.
It is a public school with 840 pupils
from 0 – 9 grade with three tracks.
The school was built in 2011-2015
and the total area of the school is
10.500 m².
The school is located close to the
harbor as a ship added to the dock.
From the waterside, the school has
opened up to the existing landscape with terraces in different levels with space for ball games on
the roof and learning environments.
The school is meant to be the new
city center for the area by making
the rood a part of the urban space
so it is possible to walk on it from
the harbor side.
The environment of the staff has a
high priority in this school and their
department is close connected to
the canteen and the common area
which creates a greater visibility for
the teachers.
The workshop facilities are placed
on the edge of the building at the
ground floor to create an interesting facade. These rooms have gates that allow large projects to be
taken into the building or moving
the work to the waterfront outside.
The open common areas facilitate
the city outside the school’s normal
opening hours and can be used for
city events.

The façade of the school is made of
aluminum slats so it constantly
changes character depending on
where and when you experience it.

Ill. 54 Skolen i Sydhavnen, Copenhagen
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Ill. 55 Skolen i Sydhavnen, Copenhagen

Ill. 56 Skolen i Sydhavnen, Copenhagen

Ill. 57 Skolen i Sydhavnen, Copenhagen
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NORDSTJERNESKOLEN
BY ARKITEMA ARCHITECTS
Nordstjerne skolen is located in the
north of Jutland in a city called Frederikshavn. It is a municipal primary
school with 1200 pupils separated in
four tracks from 0 to 9 grade and a major special class department. The
school is built in 2011-2012 and complies with the Danish Low Energy Class
2020. The total area of the school is
13.500 m².
They have what in danish is calld “rullende skolestart” which means that the
first day of school takes place four times a year. The children do not start
according to their age but according to
their individual maturity. This mean
that the first years of the children’s
schooling they are following other children that not necessarily has the same
age but are on the same stage of maturity.
The school is known for its star shape
where each arm of the star composes a
department for two year groups. Each
department has its own identity and is
furnished differently according to the
age group.
The school is thereby compartmentalized into different environments in a
smaller scale that everyone can relate
to and where it is safe and inspiring to
be. In these small spaces the light is
crucial to the atmosphere that arises
The building works in two storeys with a
storey for the smallest classes and one
storey for the oldest pupils. The hallways in each arm has light intake from
the classrooms to reduce the energy
consumption on artificial light.
The star has its center on a common

square where all the common zones
meet. This center is also location for
the entrance and that is emphasized by
a large red and sculptural library staircase where professionalism and social
interaction can happen. This common
space in the middle and the design of
the school makes it easy to find a way
around the building.

Ill. 58 Nordstjerneskolen, Frederikshavn
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Ill. 59 Nordstjerneskolen, Frederikshavn

Ill. 60 Nordstjerneskolen, Frederikshavn

Ill. 61 Nordstjerneskolen, Frederikshavn
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03 THEORY: LIGHT

Introduction
Daylight factor
Circadian clock and the visible spectrum
Circadian clock and the building orientation
Circadian clock and artificial light
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“

To fully understand the importance of
natural light, however, one must take into
account how daylight directly affects our
biology; an impact that goes far beyond
vision.
			
[Burnett, 2016, p.1]

”
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INTRODUCTION
Light has always been a great instrument in architecture. It is the key element in perceiving
and understanding Architecture. It is a factor
which gives the architect great possibilities in
creating spaces specific for different occasions
and users. It can affect people in many ways,
etc. It implies moods and emotional effects.
[Palacio, 2015] Classical architecture is based
on experience, inspiration from experiments
and observation on what is already build and
how it perform. Projects are then developed
with interpretations of existing projects combined with information about the new site and
the new time. We look at how previous architects created specific environments and take inspiration from specific building methods and
elements to perceives same atmosphere [Inspiration, ide og koncept - Dansk Arkitektur
center, 2014].
Besides the experience and approach of light in
architecture the use of light is an important parameter within a sustainable perspective according to indoor environment and energy consumption and hereby parameters which are
more measurable.
In the following different aspects are described
to get an insight of how to use the different architectural design tool to use light as a main
element in architecture.
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DAYLIGHT FACTOR
According to the building regulation
windows must be performed and placed such that the rooms are well illuminated and not result in overheating and
genes by direct solar radiation. Simulations of daylight factors in rooms are a
used tool to get an indicator of the
amount and distribution of daylight and
lux and to ensure a sufficient illuminated room. Workspaces, institutions and
classrooms are recommended to have
a daylight factor on two percent [Bygningsreglement].
According to school environment which
is a workplace for teachers and students we can use the daylight factor as
an indicator on the amount of daylight.
But at the same time we must use the
daylight factor carefully in fact that they
do not take into account the quality of
the light and the asymmetrical sunlight
during a day. Simulation of daylight fac-
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tor is based on a cloudy sky which
mean that a daylight factor is calculated such as it contributes exactly the
same light in all four corners of the world. The daylight factor can not indicate
anything about the quality of light or
indoor environment, but because of increased area of glasses to get a daylight factor on 2% it can risk overheating and bad indoor climate, that have
a bad influence on health and wellbeing. We must be aware of the light
will change according to the corner of
the world; south, north, west and east
and that the danish weather change in
summer with up to 100.000 lux to the
winter with approximately 30.000 lux.
Therefore the use of daylight factor
must be used and evaluated together
with other aspects that take the quality
of light and indoor environment into account [Volf 2013 p. 96-101].
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Ill. 33 The visible spectrum

CIRCADIAN CLOCK AND
THE VISIBLE SPECTRUM
In the end of the last century there has
been an increasing interest to explore
the field of light in architecture from a
new perspective. Why does the light
make us feel the way we do, or act the
way we do? Scientist has begun to
make results by testing the lights influence on human with scientific test methods. So, it is possible to explain the
reactions with evidence based knowledge, based on chemistry, biology and
physics.
The visible spectrum
The visible spectrum is a part of the
electromagnetic spectrum. This is the
only part that a human eye is capable
of seeing. The visible spectrum span in
wavelengths from 380 to 750 nm
which includes colors from violet over
blue, green, yellow to red. Different
bands in the spectrum represents different amount of energy. The red colors

with long wavelengths has a less
amount of energy than the violet—blue
band [Veitch et al., 2012].
Circadian clock and
the visible spectrum
Light has a significant influence on human beings while this is the major factor balancing our circadian clock and
maintain the 24-hour rhythms that are
crucial for our wellbeing. The lower frequency waves (violet-blue-green) are
the most stimulating for biological response (primarily controlling circadian
cycle). The other end of the spectrum,
red wavelengths, stimulates relaxation.
In the end of the day blue colors are
preferentially reduced from the spectrum of sunlight causing the light to be
more red and orange preparing the
body to entering the phase of sleep and
counterbalance of daytime cycle phase.

The human eye has a type of cells called, ipRGCs. These cells are photosensitive. The stimulation of ipRGCs caused by daylight exposure is converted
into neurochemical and affects us physiological. It is directly linked to our
muscle strength, blood pressure, heart
rate and urine output. It is important
that the circadian rhythm is in balance
with the earth’s light and dark cycle.
This process is called entrainment and
control all the parts of our 24hour cycles. Including the possibility to sleep
every day at noon. The act of sleep in
the dark hours is necessary for us to be
active and function optimal through the
day. This jumpstart every morning is dependent upon the light exposure from
the day before because this affects the
possibility to sleep well [Veitch et al.,
2012].
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Ill. 34 The circadian clocks influence on the production of
the homone melatonin and cortisol.

CIRCADIAN CLOCK AND
THE BUILDING ORIENTATION
Based on the significant influence the
light have on well being for humans
and the crucial influence on humans
circadian clock can be used and included as a factor in the design of the future school in Nærheden. According to
school environments and to create optimal learning environments the building and the use of light needs to support and maintain their the 24-hour
rhythms among the students during a
day.
Based on the danish architect Carlo
Volf he states that the architecture and
the use of light must support the circadian clock for human beings. Through
his pHd Lys, arkitektur og sundhed, he
investigate how the orientation of the
building according to corner of the world is important for the experience of
light and the humans circadian clock.
He states that the quality of light is dif-
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ferent depending of the time of day and
seasons. The sunlight is asymmetrical
and the light is temporality and variety
of the quality of light can be exploit in
the design of architecture. The light
coming from the north is experienced
as diffused light while a orientation
towards the south result in most sunlight during the day. For both light
coming from the north and the south
the quality and the amount of light is
more stable during the day for each of
them.
The variety of light towards east and
west are significantly higher. In the
summer the amount of sunlight will be
higher than in the winter where the
path of the sun will be from southeast
to southwest. Therefore in Denmark it
is a challenge to balance the light with
the big differences in the quality and
amount of light in summer and winter.
Too much heat towards the west accor-

ding to the circadian clock will decrease the formation of the hormone melatonin that is only affected and
increased by lower light intensity. This
means that too much afternoon or
evening sun from the west can postpone and decrease the production of melatonin and can ruin the natural circadian clock.
The sunlight from the east in the mornings have positive therapeutic effects
and the temperature of the rooms and
the body is low and therefore not have
same risk for overheating. The morning
sunlight will increase the formation of
the hormone of serotonin [Volf 2013 p.
101-105].
The geographical orientation especially
between west and east thus creates
differences in sunlight which affect the
human being both mental and physical.
The morninglight have a positive effect
on health and circadian clock while the
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Ill. 35 Carlo Volfs experiments of daylight in four rooms according to the corner of the world.

evening light can decrease the effect.
This balance between morning light
and afternoon light must therefore be
incorporated architecturally [Volf 2013
p. 180]. It is therefore essential to understand when we receive light to control the formation of the hormone serotonin and melatonin which is close
connected to our 24-hour rhythms.
In order to create architecture that support the circadian clock the shape of
the building, light openings, window
shading and artificial light is important
factors.
The pupils is assumed to be at the
school everyday from 8am to 16 am
from monday to friday. The different
subjects accur different level of activities which therefore can be arrange according to the orientation of the sun
with other words adjust the light according to activities. The building must reflect the asymmetrical sunlight, accor-

ding to an asymmetrical shape of
building this can include shading and
handling critical heat from the west
and to exploit the morning light with the
positive therapeutic effect from the
east.
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CIRCADIAN CLOCK AND
THE ARTIFICIAL LIGHT
Building techniques, material technology, and regulations about energy consumption causes building and rooms
not to have a similar light exposure
from the sun, as outside in open landscape. Therefore it is very often necessary to illuminate the interior environment using artificial light to achieve an
amount of light that meets our physical
needs.
For maintaining a stable circadian
rhythm and thereby comfort and wellbeing, human needs to be exposed to a
full visible-spectrum light source. Sunlight represents light with frequencies
in all parts of the spectrum, but with
different intensity. Even though it is varying this source is very unique because the bands are way more even represented, compared to electric light
technologies we have so far. Another
deviation is the daylights movement
and variable. The intensity of each
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band varies through the day and depends on skies and atmosphere. Also,
the changing angle horizontal and vertical causes the light to enter and reflect into the building different. So, all these factors; changing in intensity,
duration, timing, location and the movement, is something that is not provided by the artificial light we use today.
[Burnett, 2016]
Humans spend in average 87% of their
life is indoor. [Klepeis et al., 2001
which passes a great task and responsibility to the architects and engineers.
Spending so much time in indoor climates it is crucial to create optimal indoor
conditions where daylight plays a significant role concerning both offices,
dwellings and institutions. This
exposure for daylight is the most efficient for activating our biology and the
daily cycles. Yet this is not possible to
obtain while a lot of other design crite-

ria for buildings has to be fulfilled. Energy consumptions and building regulations etc. This causes a smaller amount
of glass in the façade which makes artificial light needed in order to obtain a
decent amount of light in many cases.
The choice of artificial light source demands a deeper research. The thoughts
may depend on both, color spectrum,
light propagation, efficiency (Light
amount compared to energy consumption), position in the room, the activity
to unfold in that specific light zone and
flexibility + mobility. Since there will be
daylight in the majority of the school
hours, it is important that artificial light
interact well with the daylight both from
quality concerns and the desire for
energy-efficient operation. It is important to provide as natural environment
as possible. Daylight plays in this context an important role and it should be
used as main light source not only of

Light source

80 cm

Light source
40 cm

Ill. 36 The use of artificial light according to the activities.

energy considerations and as aspect
for sustainability, but also for the children’s visual development and general
well-being as the daylight also helps to
sharpen the children’s sense of space,
time and place. The sense of sight is
not fully developed for children between 7-12 years, so in this phase it is
important to develop and train, and the
surroundings plays a big roll. Children
in this age is starting to understand the
link between verbal communication
and body Language/mimic. The understanding of mimic can be complicated
by high exposure and diffuse light where there is a lack of shadows and contrast [Kristensen et al., 2004]. Children
needs variating light surroundings with
the possibilities for both high and low
light intensities so it can emphasize the
activities that trains the students sense of sight. The lights should be dimmable, this trains children’s constant

thinking, which means, they learn that
the objects are the same though the
light is changed. Light is an important
element to create a boundary; a smaller light zone in a bigger room. A smaller light room encircles those who is in
it, and keep the focus inside the light
zone. This means that light rooms can
create focus and peace at quiet activities [Johansen et al., 2015].

gy, building operation but also health,
wellbeing and human circadian (Volf
2013 p. 182-183).

Light and sustainability
Another aspect according to sunlight
and daylight is the sustainable perspective. Too much sunlight can risk overheating and a bad indoor environment
which again have an influence on energy consumption. In that relation the
corner of the world have an influence
on sustainable architecture. Therefore
the orientation and shape of the building is a balance between the the passive strategies which affects the ener-
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SITE ANALYSIS INTRO
The site analysis is made on a basis of the winning proposal for NærHeden made by Arkitema.
The mappings are devised to introduce the new
area of Hedehusene, NærHeden, and to create
insight into the area and the surroundings. Arkitema have used some different concepts introduced in the analysis. Beside introducing the
site, the mapping also clarifies the potentials
and the challenges in the area related to the
planning and organizing of the school and the
overall concept.
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THE CITY OF HEDEHUSENE
Nærheden is a part of the area Hedehusene which is located in the surburb
of Høje Tasstrup.
Høje Taastrup is a satellite city to
Copenhagen and with train connections in and outside of Denmark
Hedehusene means the houses on the
heath. The triangle area between
Copenhagen, Køge and Roskilde is called heath. Here, the heath means a
flat, highly fertile and woodless area.
In 1642 a royal road was established
between Roskilde and Copenhagen.
The road was locked and a roadman
was employed to keep an eye on it. His
house became the first house on the
heath.
Since the King’s road decayed, the house was transformed into a illicit bar. Later two more illicit bar were built. These
three houses, were named the houses
at Heden or Hedehusene in 1700s.
In 1847, a station was build in Hedehu-

sene in connection with the first railway
in Denmark. From the 1890s a number
of large companies were built south
from track and the station town Hedehusene grew. Today, several of the
companies are closed. Since 1970, Hedehusene has become home to many
immigrants and later their descendants
[Høje Taastrup kommune, 20179].

in the area are very adequately. A big
parking house is located close to the
school and in between the houses in
the different dwelling areas, are some
located too.

The map shows the functions in the
area of Hedehusene. The new area,
NærHeden is mainly going to be dwellings and the existing commercial street of Hedehusene will be a strong connection between the existing city of
Hedehusene and the new suburb. The
commercial street consists mostly of
several grocery stores, shops and restaurants. There are plenty of public
green fields and lakes in different scales in the area, which can be used by
the citizen. The parking opportunities
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Ill. 38 The inhabitants
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THE INHABITANTS
To fully understand the area of the future NærHeden and to be able to design
a school which addresses the entire
city, it is also important to look at the
current citizens of Hedehusene, their
family relations, origin and age group.
The future residents of NærHeden and
the pupils at the school in NærHeden
are expected mainly to be newcomers
but as the city of Hedehusene and Høje
Taastrup is growing it might also be pupils from the two existing schools; Hedehusene skole and Charlotteskolen in
Hedehusene.
The analysis is divided in family types,
origin, population age and distribution
of origin on Hedehusene skole and
Charlotteskolen. The familytypes and
origin data derive from Høje Taastrup,
so they are only represented to provide
insight of the distribution. The population age and distribution of origin data
derive from Hedehusene. The reason

for having data from both Høje Tasstrup
and Hedehusene in the analysis is
because Hedehusene is located in
Høje Taastrup and because the first
two statistics not have been compleeted for the Hedehusene.
It shows that the age division is relatively spread with a smaller gab between
20-29 years where this age group duly
settles in other cities because of education. However tendency reveals that the
largest group is the middle aged people
from age 40 – 49 who still reliant on
being able to commute to Copenhagen
because of jobs but who appreciate living outside the vibrant city life.
The analysis thereby shows that the
majority of people living in Høje Taastrup and Hedehusene are married
couples with or without children in the
age between 30 and 70. The analysis
also shows that one out of three is
either an immigrant or a descendant

on average calculation of Hedehusene
skole and Charlotteskolen [Danmarks
statistik, 2017].
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THE FUTURE SUSTAINABLE
SUBURB NÆRHEDEN
NærHeden is a new development project in Hedehusene in the municipality of
Høje Tåstrup. The ambition is to create
the future sustainable suburb with space for community, well-being and health.
NærHeden must provide the best conditions for an easy everyday life with transport, shopping and free time activities
within a short distance.
The future NærHeden will consist by
3000 new dwellings, 8000 new inhabitants, offices, school and children’s institutions, retail and culture and public
institutions.
Sustainability
A strong and important keyword for establish a new future suburb is sustainability. Nærheden will represent both environmental, social and economic
sustainability.
The goal is to make Nærheden CO2-neutral according to the consumption of the
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buildings. This with combination of the
use of solar cells and low district heating.
Also ambitious waste management and
the decreased need for cars resulted by
the short distance to public transport
etc. and the well-developed cycle facilities in the area is a part of the sustainable strategy.
The broad variety of dwellings will invite
different users and types of families to
inhabitat Nærheden, which in a social
sustainable perspective will gather
NærHeden across ages, social status
etc.
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NÆRHEDEN CITY CONCEPT
The loop
The loop is the main concept for the
future Nærheden. The loop connects
Nærheden with the rest of Hedehusene and is only intended for the pedestrian and cyclists.
The loop connects four central clusters
that all have different characters and
expressions with space for different
sort of activities.
The cluster of detail is the mainstreet
of Hedehusene, the cluster of culture
and sport is the area that provide different kind of sport activities and offer
for culture activities. The cluster of
transport is the area located in Nærheden and is a central infrastructure connection. It connects Nærheden with
the rest of Hedehusene and is a central connection to the public transport
including the twenty minutes public
connection by train to Copenhagen.
The cluster of learning is the area for
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the new school institution, the common house for the inhabitants of the
city and the center for gymnastic.
The cluster of transport and the cluster
of learning are both located in the area
of Nærheden.
District
The future Nærheden consists by four
districts with different character and
identity. They are separated from each
other in the types of dwellings and
user group, the size of the district, the
density, floor height and the character
of the common outdoor areas. But
common for all four districts are the
idea of good neighbourliness and the
importance of the social value.
Havekvarteret is characterized by an
open low typology with punkt bebyggelse, townhouses and small gardens.
The outdoor areas are dominated by

small garden paths and a car-free
zone.
Teglværks Kvarteret is a small district
consist by a mixed typology, with a
high-density housing according to the
district of Havekvarteret and with an
architectural inspiration from the nearby district, Indutsribyen. It is characterized by an urban expression with roof
terraces, small courtyards and urban
spaces. It consist by clusters of dwellings situated around a common space.
Stationskvarteret is mixed by dwellings
and occupation and have a high-density with higher bebyggelse compared to
Havekvarteret. It is located in the center of Nærheden and consist by big clusters of dwellings.
Søkvarteret is characterized by the
high integration of landscape.Nærheden is a new development project in
Hedehusene in the municipality
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Ill. 43 The four cluster linked together by a green loop
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Ill. 49 Section going through the Care center and springhal towards
south and through the green loop and the new school of NærHeden
towards the north.

THE LEARNING CLUSTER
The Learning cluster is placed in the city centre
and constitutes thereby the social anchor in
“NærHeden”. The school will be developed in
collaboration with public urban functions as a
gymnastics center, daycare and convenience
store, which all will ensure life around the
school.
In connection with the school, resident facilities
will be established to pose the city's housing
with union activities inside and outside, in the
evenings and during the weekends.
The learning cluster is organized around a large
central green area, which offers facilities for learning, play, sports and stay. The school and
daycare are placed with the entrance from the
central space so it becomes a gathering point
for the users of the area.
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Springhal

Carecenter

THE SCHOOL IN NÆRHEDEN
The school in NærHeden have to relate to UNESCO's vision report for the future of education,
to ensure qualified education for children and
young people worldwide. (UNESCO, 2016)
The School in Nærheden is a project based, technological and scientific institution with inspiration from the learning concept STEM (Appendix 6) and collaboration with Lego Education.
STEM prepares children and young people on
the future of society and the job market. The
central learning philosophy of Lego education is
to make the pupils work together to solve challenges. (The LEGO Group, 2012)
The School will be a learning institution, that is
not just a school but rather a local powerhouse,
a knowledge-generating and value-creating
house for pupils and teachers as well as for the
local community, businesses, organizations
and other institutions.
The school should not be an island in the society but rather an interacting part of the society by
teaching in the world instead of teaching about
the world.
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CONCLUSION ON THE ANALYSIS
PHASE
NærHeden er et nyt kvarter designet af Arkitema Architects. Grundlaget for vores analyse er
Arkitema’s plan for det kommende område.
NærHeden is an extension of the existing area
of Hedehusene and the site analysis provide us
with knowledge about how the future suburb
NærHeden should interact with the current city
of Hedehusene, without making NærHeden an
isolated island. The site analysis shows the
focus points of Arkitema’s strategy for the area,
with a loop going through four districts. One of
the districts is the learning cluster with the site
for the new school of Nærheden.
The main users of the school are newcomer pupils and teachers. The secondary users of the
school are the parents of the pupils, the administration staff, the service staff and the citizen.
In order to create a sustainable solution, the
school must take a holistic approach where the
site and its surroundings, the climate and the
users need are integrated in the design.
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05 ROOM PROGRAM
Introduction
Room overview and descriptions
Room program
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INTRODUCTION
This roomprogram is developed with inspiration from other building programs and descriptions of new similar schools.
-Lindbjerg School Herning – Initial buildingprogram. 30 August’
(4Tracks - 1000 Students)
-Function Program for schools / FH - Copenhagen municipality 4 edition 2015’
-OPS kontrakt - ny byskole i Frederikshavn- /
Nordstjerneskolen Frederikshavn
(4track - 1040 Students)
This roomprogram is creatied as a basis for
planning a new school in the district NærHeden
at Hedehusene Høje Taastrup municipality. The
vision is to build a new school with 0-9 grade. 4
classes at each grade (10x4 Primary classes).
The time horizon for the new school is 2020.
The size of the school must be suitable for
1000 students plus staff.
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ROOMOVERVIEW AND
DESCRIPTIONS
All areas in following room program are net areas.
Space Requirements for classrooms in the City
of Copenhagen:
“-New school
By construction of new schools must area
calculation be respected and each basics room
should contain min. (28 students + 1 staff) x 6
m³, a total min. 174 m³ when there is proper
ventilation due to Building Regulations. Volume
requirement at 6m³ per. person must be observed for each room used for teaching”
[Function Program for schools / FH - Copenhagen municipality 4 edition 2015]
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Functions

Size

Amount

COMMON AREA
The loop incl. atriums
Library
Auditorium
Sportshall
Canteen

OTHER ROOMS

Changing room
Students toilets incl. handitoilet
Technical room

2960 m2
1570 m2
300 m2
150 m 2
590 m2
178 m 2

1
1
1
1
1

134 m2
20 m 2
18 m 2

1
1
1

HOME SPACE
PREPARATORY STAGE

Sum

977 m 2
259 m 2

1

278 m 2

1

358 m 2

1

24 m 2
2
3,3 m

3
3

Lounge and cloakroom

INTERMIDIATE STAGE
Lounge and cloakroom

LOWER SCEONDARY STAGE
Lounge and cloakroom

OTHER ROOMS

Students toilets incl. handitoilet
Technical room

CLUSTER OF NATURE
SUBJECT LABS

Nature/technology
Biology
Geography

WORKSHOPS

Nature workshops

OTHER ROOMS

Students toilets incl. handitoilet
Cleaning room
Depot
Staff workstations
Decentralt AV-room
Technical room

711,5 m2
65 m 2
65 m 2
65 m 2

3
1
1

100 m 2

2

17,5 m2
3,5 m 2
18 m 2
65 m 2
11 m 2
18 m 2

2
1
1
1
1
3

CLUSTER OF SCIENCE
SUBJECT LABS
Math
Physics

WORKSHOPS

Science workshops

OTHER ROOMS
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Students toilets incl. handitoilet
Cleaning room
Depot
Staff workstations
Decentralt AV/room
Technical room

711,5 m 2
65 m 2
65 m 2

4
1

100 m 2

2

17,5 m2
3,5 m 2
18 m 2
65 m 2
11 m 2
18 m 2

2
1
1
1
1
3

CLUSTER OF LANGUAGE
SUBJECT LABS
Danish
English
German

WORKSHOPS

Language workshops

OTHER ROOMS

Students toilets incl. handitoilet
Cleaning room
Depot
Depot
Staff workstations
Decentralt AV/room
Technical room

1018,5 m 2
65 m 2
65 m 2
65 m 2

4
3
2

100 m 2

2

17,5 m2
3,5 m2
14 m 2
17 m 2
65 m 2
14 m 2
18 m 2

2
1
2
2
1
1
3

CLUSTER OF CULTURE
SUBJECT LABS
History
Religion
Social studies

WORKSHOPS

Culture workshops

711,5 m 2
65 m 2
65 m 2
65 m 2

2
2
1

100 m 2

2

17,5 m2
3,5 m2
18 m 2
65 m 2
11 m 2
18 m 2

2
1
1
1
1
3

OTHER ROOMS

Students toilets incl. handitoilet
Cleaning room
Depot
Staff workstations
Decentralt AV/room
Technical room

CLUSTER OF CREATE
WORKSHOPS
Cooking class

Woodwork class
Music
Handicraft
Art
OTHER ROOMS

Students toilets incl. handitoilet
Cleaning room
Depot
Staff workstations
Decentralt AV/room
Technical room

945,5 m 2
114 m 2
85 m 2
85 m 2
50 m 2
85 m 2

1
2
2
2
2

17,5 m2
3,5 m2
18 m 2
82 m 2
11 m 2
18 m 2

2
1
2
1
1
3

STAFF
STAFF

Staff room incl. kitchen
Staff entrance/wardrobe

ADMINISTRATION
Secretariat
Managment office
Head office

OTHER ROOMS

Meeting room
Staff toilets incl. handitoilet
Technical room

427 m 2
125 m 2
40 m 2

1
1

62 m 2
60 m 2
62 m 2

1
1
2

22 m 2
12 m 2
5 m2

2
2
2
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Total

8462,5 m 2
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06 VISION
Vision
Strategy
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VISION
The future school in Nærheden in the
municipality of Høje Taastrup must provide an inspiring and motivational learning environment for all pupils.
With today’s focus on individuality and
several choices for the individual, the
school in NærHeden must be co-responsible for the children to master
their lives in interaction with others
while being able to contribute actively
to solve the challenges we as the world
is facing today and in the future - locally, nationally and globally.
At the school in NærHeden, pupils
meet a flexible structure with room for
deepening in subjects, interdisciplinary
and in leisure activities. The physical
space must embrace a learning environment which consider the individual, the diversity of children and the different phases of a children’s
development. A learning community of
well-being gives the individual the best

opportunities to develop, socially and
professionally.
The architecture of the school must
create different tactile, visual and kinesthetic atmospheres by using materials, daylight and spatial organization,
which address differently to each pupil.
The physical surroundings must be
comfortable and contributing to
strengthening the pupils independence
and freedom to move around school. It
must be natural to seek knowledge, friendships and communities, which
could emerge across age, competencies and interests.
The school’s inner and outer space
must contain diverse learning environments in different levels. In addition,
the facilities of the school must ensure
the development of active citizens and
provide good opportunities for interaction with the local area so that the building is perceived accessible and the

citizens become an active part of the
school’s life outside school time.
This project seeks to combine the values of community, joy, coping, trust and
respect with teaching, functionality, social and environmental sustainability
and turn it into perceivable architecture
for future danish children of NærHeden.
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DESIGN STRATEGY

PROBLEM

RESEARCH

VISION

ANALYSIS

THEORY

DESIGN PHASE

SYNTHESIS

PRESENTATION

EVALUATION

Ill. 62 Design strategy
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STRATEGY
To ensure the continuation of the obtained
knowledge from the analysis phase and
the theory phase, a strategy diagram have
been designed with inspiration from Bryan
Lawson way of thinking design. This illustration aim to illustrate the expected process through the project. The scheme consists of nine point of which three are also a
part of Bryan approach to the design process. The dashed line shows the different
phases expected influence on other phases. The strait line shows the expected
continuously process.
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07 PRESENTATION
Introduction
The building concept
The city concept
The vertical arctivity level concept
The suburb in NærHeden
The arrival
The entrance
The home areas and staff
Flow
The loop and common areas
Learning by interest
The cluster
The roof strategy
The class
The class – Acoustic comfort
The class – Atmospheric comfort
The class – Daylight
Passive and active strategies
Natural ventilation strategy
Mechanical ventilation strategy
Energy - BE15
Materials
Detail
Construction principle
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INTRODUCTION
NærHeden School is a public school with 1000
pupils from 5 to 16 years and 150 employees of
which 100 are teachers. The children are divided into three groups called pre-preparatory
stage, intermediate stage and lower secondary
stage but is not reflected in the structure of the
school but seperated in terms of subjects. The
area of the school is 8460 m2 divided into five
subject clusters.
The presentation is structered such as the desripstion will be explained as you start from the
the outside and the arrivel and walks through
the common areas to the class room.
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Ill.63 Masterplan 1:500
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Ill 64. The site I located in the learning cluster, in NærHeden,
and the dimensions of the site is 140m x 50m

1

ill. 65 The five clusters are placed in relation to sun, wind, noise, acces and orientation.

2

Ill. 66 the common areas create a core in the middle of the
school facing the loop.

3

Ill. 67 A loop is going through the clusters and the common
area creating a connection around the school

4
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Ill. 68 Final concept with urban areas in different levels.

5
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THE CITY CONCEPT
The school is an important institution in
our society. The children is our next generation who must learn and achieve
knowledge to enable to manage and
solve the challenges we as the world is
facing today for instance overpopulation and migration, war and terror/political and religious conflicts, disease, climate change, environmental problems/
pollution/ unsustainable consumption
and production, financial crises as
mentioned in our motivation.
The children must not only achieve a literary knowledge but they must also
achieve a social knowledge - this to learn how to interact, respect, work and
be together with other people and to
learn to embrace the diversity and variety that exist in our society. With other
words the school must reflect the society we are living in. The pupils will represent a mini society and the school as a
building represent the city. The school
reflects movement and connections
which are important words to reflect
the city which are all about moving
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around and let spontaneous meetings
among people arise.
The way that the school in NærHeden
divides the pupils into different clusters
and ensure that every single pupil moves around during the day support the
idea of a society with the mix of pupils
across ages, social status etc.
The school as a building is the metaphor for the city. The loop is the main
street which provides different functions and connects all the different areas in the school. Every cluster are smaller communities or districts that have
their own identity and is addressed to
specific pupils that have a specific subject in the cluster. The stair in each cluster is the sideroad that provide the
vertical connection within the smaller
community. The subject laboratories
are the small private homes in the community with a direct connection to the
small semi public gardens on the roofs.
From the main street (the loop) bigger
public spaces open up and provide different functions for instance the public

library, the canteen and the sportshall.
The home areas are the only place
where the pupils are divided in terms of
ages. It is the private spot in the city
where they can have all their belongings and the space which they can
make to their own. The home areas are
compared to the rest of the school the
most private zone and is a metaphor
for smaller private homes.
The intersection among the private,
semi public and public spaces are used
very conscious in the building to indirect show how the city is all about exchange among those different character of spaces. Both from the outside
and inside the big main stair towards
the loop, the main street (the loop) and
sideroads (atriums) with different identities, as well as the public spaces are
landmarks which help the pupils to navigate. It creates clear points to navigate from and help the pupils to make a
mental map and to stimulate their sense of wayfinding.

Path

Path

District

District

Main road

Path

Side road

Side road

District
Public space

Side road

District
Side road
Home

Side road

Side road

District

District

Path

Path

Path

Ill. 69 The school as a city
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COMMON SPACES

THE SUBJECT CLUSTERS

URBAN AREAS

Subject laboratories

Roof garden

Low intensity
The level of
immersion

Library
LOOP

LOOP

Workshops
The level of
activity

Sports hall

High intensity

Ill. 70 Vertical concept

VERTICAL ACTIVITY LEVEL CONCEPT
The school is divided in a vertical direction in terms of the activity level attend
in the different areas. As the pupils
move up in a vertical direction in the
building the activity level will go from
high to low. This to create the same atmosphere and a way of indicate how to
behave and act on a specific level in
the building. That applies both outdoor
spaces, the cluster of subjects and
common areas.
In the bottom of the building the spaces invite to physical activity. The sport
hall placed from the basement to the
first floor will indicate a high activity level. The workshops in the bottom of the
clusters of subjects and the school yard
will have a higher level of activity as
well. In the top of the building the subject laboratories, the library and roof
gardens invite to a more immersive atmosphere with a lower activity level.
The roof gardens will be immersion gar-
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dens with a lot of seating spots and
areas to relax.
The loop will be a main street which
connects the different types of activity
levels. The loop offer both more quiet
zones but also zones where the flow
and higher activity will be in focus.

LOOP

Schoolyard

Public space

Public

Private

Semi public

Diversity of facade materials

Diversity of building typology

Glass houses

Roof gardens in different levels
Main street

Private gardens

Ill. 71 The future NærHeden
Diversity in scale

THE SURBURB IN NÆRHEDEN
The school in Nærheden is a part of the
new suburb in Hedehusene designed
by the architectural company Arkitema.
The four districts, Stationskvarteret,
Teglværkskvarteret, Havekvarteret and
Søkvarteret have different character
and identity. Different building typologies and different qualities divide the
four districts. But at the same time the
same architectural expression in terms
of mixing different building typologies,
mixing different facade materials, carfree zones, green areas within each districts are incorporated as a uniform
expression in NærHeden. Within every
districts they are divided into smaller
clusters and communities which have a
lot of elements that are continued in
the design for the school of NærHeden.
The diagram illustrates one of the clusters/communities that are located in
NærHeden. Diversity of building typologies, roof gardens in several levels, di-

versity in scale, glass houses, diversity
in facade materials and winding and
exciting street and path walks which divide areas into private, semi public and
public spaces are incorporated. Many
of these elements are represented in
the subject clusters in the school of
NærHeden and which ensure the
school to not stand out in NærHeden
but blends in with the rest of the area.
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Ill. 72 Visualisation of the school seen from the main entrance from the green loop
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THE ARRIVAL
The arrival to the school of Nærheden
will mainly be from the green loop located towards the south. The loop is a
part of the new masterplan for the future suburb of NærHeden and will be for
the pedestrians and cyclists. The green
loop will connect the new part of the
town of Hedehusene with the old part
and therefore the school of Nærheden
is designed to embrace and amplify the
green loop and will be an identical and
attractive stop along the loop.
As a part of the new plans for the suburb most of the pupils will arrive from
the green loop as pedestrians or cyclists. The green loop will lead the pupils direct into the schoolyard of the
school.
Towards the south from the green loop
the SFO and the Springhal are located.
These are functions which are a part of
the school and can be used during and
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after school time. In that way the green
loop will be the connection between
the two parts towards south and north.
The limit between the parts will be linked together in the character of the green urban space by the loop. It will be
naturally integrated into the areas to
make the limit between the school and
the SFO and Springhal invisible and fluent.
Towards the west a parking building is
located which can be used by the
employees. They can walk across the
street, between the site and the parking building, and direct into the
schoolyard of the school. Hereby the
employees will be lead to the entrance
of the staff building in the center of the
school. Nearby the parking building a
smaller area for parking is planned
which can work as parking for the parents for those children who will be

transported by car. Likewise the employees they can cross the street into the
schoolyard towards the north of the
school.
In all cases, no matter where the pupils
will arrive from, even though it is from
the main road running around the site
from north to east, the green loop towards the south or from the west, the lifted parts of the school will make it possible to access the schoolyard and
directly into the building from every directions.

Ill. 73 Axonometric view illustrates the schoolyard
encircled by the clusters of subjects.
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THE ENTRANCE
The main entrance to the building, as
already described, will be placed towards the south at the green loop. The
entrance will be a stair that creates a
visual attraction from long distance
and will be an architectural element
with a strong identity and a clear indication of a main entrance. The stair
with its many branches leads to the basement with the entrance to the sportshall, an outdoor space on the roof on
top of the sportshall and to the common area on first floor. This main entrance will mainly be used for people
who visit the school for the first time.
Even though that the visitors arrive
from the parking building towards north
or from the green loop towards south
the main stair will be visible from each
sides. For the everyday user of the
school; the pupils, the employees etc.
the secondary entrances will be used.
The pupils who arrive on bikes from the

green loop will be leaded to the schoolyard of the school where several bicycle
parking spots will be located. From
here they will mainly use the entrance
to the building for the home areas.
The sportshall is placed by the main entrance and is elevated six meter into
the ground. The four meters upon the
ground will be open with windows and
create a visual contact down in the
sporthall.

Ill. 74 Visualisation of the sportshall
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THE HOME AREAS AND STAFF
For each pupil their day of school start
and end in their home areas. The home
areas are placed in the building in the
center of the school with an entrance
from the schoolyard and from the canteen and library on first floor. In home
areas there will be digital screens to
informate the pupils of the specific cluster and room during the day. The
home areas are divided in terms of indskoling, udskoling and mellemtrin on
three floors. Every pupil have their own
wardrobe for their overcoat but also
storage for their personal stuff such as
books. The home areas will be the place where each class come together
and where they can create their own
little spot, which are more personal
and give them a feeling of belonging
and ownership. In that way the home
areas will have space for cloakroom but
also a lounge area divided in terms of
ages. Based on the knowledge achieved in the theoretical approach for chil-
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dren’s social development, it is important to have a place where they can feel
safe and be together with people on
their own ages especially for the children in Indskolingen. The furniture in
the lounge area will be flexible so each
pupil, together with their classmates,
can create their own little “home”. In
the breaks the pupils can go back to
their homes and use time with their
classmates.
The home areas will stand out compared to the rest of the school in terms of
the experienced atmosphere. This part
of the school will have no academic
focus and only invite to social interaction among the pupils. The physical distance from the academic learning environment existing in the rest of the
school, force them to both physically
and mentally prepare for the next subject and not to stay in the same learning environment. If one pupil has a
bad experience or have a hard time in

one specific subject this will also help
the pupil to let it go and not let a bad
experience influence of the following
subjects because of the physically
change in learning environment.
Likewise the home areas, the staff are
placed in the middle of the school. The
home areas and the staff encircle a
atrium in the middle. The staff has direct connection to the common spaces library and canteen. The teachers will
from here enter the common space
and then walk to the rest of the building
where the lessons takes place. The location in the middle of school will ensure the teachers to have equal distance to different parts of school and to be
visible from most parts of the school.
The close connection to the home areas also creates safety for the pupils
and makes it easy for the teachers to
take care that every pupil makes it to
their subject class before the lesson
starts and that nobody is left out.
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Ill. 76 Section BB South 1:500

Ill. 75 Facade South 1:500

Ill. 77 Basement 1:500
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Ill. 78 Ground floor 1:500
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Ill. 79 first floor 1:500
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Ill. 80 Second floor 1:500
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Ill. 81 Pre-preparatory classes

FLOW
The flow is divided in four diagrams.
The three first diagrams shows the flow
of the pupils in the three stages:
pre-preparatory stage, intermediate
stage, lower secondary education. The
diagrams are based on a specific day in
a coincidental week. The pre-preparatory stage is showed with a distance
and the time it takes for a pupil in this
stage to walk the distance with the
speed of 3 km/t. to ensure that no lesson time is lost by moving from one
room to another.
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Ill. 82 Intermediate stage
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Ill. 83 Lower secondary education
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Ill. 84 Teachers
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Ill. 85 Visualisation of the interior loop

THE LOOP AND COMMON SPACES
From the home areas and the staff
area placed in the middle of the school,
the library and the canteen are placed
as the common areas. They are a part
of the loop which is a element that connects all parts of the school. The loop
are made as a square and stretched
along the site from west to east. The
architectural expression of the loop
stands as a strong and clear element
that creates a powerful and identical
symbol of the school. The form shape is
clear readable for ensure the pupils
easy to navigate around the building.
The loop is the main connection within
the school and the shape of the loop
will ensure that no pupil will be lost given that the starting point always will
be the ending point by only following
the loop around. The flow around the
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loop will be supported by a secondary
connection working as a shortcut from
the northern side of the loop to the
southern side of the loop which goes
through the library and canteen in the
center. The perceptible experience of
the loop also have its own characteristic expression compared to the rest of
the school. The materials, facade
expression, facade openings and how
the light enter the interior space in the
loop change while walking around the
loop. Every sides of the loop is directed
to all of the four corner of the world and
this will also create different atmospheres and experiences of daylight depending on the time of day and year.
Lounge areas and group areas are placed along the loop. These will be experienced differently because of the diffe-

rent light setting and openings in the
facade along the loop. This will give the
pupils the opportunities to choose in
what kind of atmosphere they prefer to
work. Some spaces in the loop the atmosphere will be experienced more
dark with a diffused light and other
spaces will be experienced more light
and opened with a clear view to the surroundings which will give every space
their individual identity. Also the change in type of furniture in the loop will
creates spaces with different possible
positions of working. This also support
the idea that every children do have
their individual needs for learning and
to give them opportunities to choose
their own learning environment. Along
the loop galleries and exhibition spaces
will also be placed as a part of showing

the pupils work. The loop will offer a lot
of different activities and different social life and will be a multispace and central in the school. Every corner of the
loop is released from the rest of the
building. They are directed to all four
corner of the world and are open with a
view to the surroundings. This will stage
the movement of the sun and the constant different experience of sunlight
during the day.
The facade inside and outside the loop
will be wood lamellas to express the
loop as a wooden box. The loop will also
create a overview to the outdoor courtyards encircled by the loop, which will
be perfect to keep an eye on the pupils
in the breaks from the teachers perspective.
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Ill. 86 The subjects divided
into five cluster

LEARNING BY INTEREST

0.-3. class

4.-6. class

7.-9. class

HOME

HOME

HOME

Lounge

Lounge

Lounge

Cluster of subject - learning by interest
pupils in one subject can be in a class
Cloak
Cloak
The school in NærHeden is divided Cloak
into room
room side by
sideroom
with seven year
pu-room
clusters according to the different kind
pils. It awakes curiosity to have the opof subjects as mentioned. This means
portunities to follow the education
that the pupils not will be staying in one
across different year groups.
class the entire day but will move from
Another perspective is the later years
class to class according to the subjects
focus on divide the pupils in terms of
followed by their school schedule.
their level of competences in the diffeThis is different from the traditional darent subjects. This means that one punish way of divide the danish public
pil are taught together with pupils who
schools dominated today. Several good
are on the same level in one subject
benefits are followed by this new way of
and taught together with other pupils
separate the pupils.
on the same level in another subject.
Based on an indoor environment the
The primary school is an important inCo2 concentration will be decreased
stitution to teach the pupils to underduring the breaks because of empty
stand the knowledge for each subject
classrooms. It enforce the pupils to
before they can use the knowledge in
move around and use their body in betan interdisciplinary context. Based on
ween every lessons. The social interactithat perspective the way of separate
on across ages and year groups will invithe subjects very strict into clusters
te the pupils to interact, to socialize and
give the pupils a basic understanding
to respect each other like a small sociefor each area of knowledge.
ty. This also means that second year
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Ill. 88 Section AA North 1:500

Ill. 87 Facade North 1:500
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THE CLUSTER
From the loop there will be access to
five clusters divided in terms of subject
areas - the cluster of science, the cluster of nature, the cluster of language,
the cluster of culture and the cluster of
crea. The clusters work as small societies along the main road aka the loop
and creates its own identity and academic focus. They are build up on the
same principle according to functions
but separated in terms of the total
amount of class rooms.
On the way to the cluster along the loop
an atrium is the link between the cluster and the loop and is the vertical
connection. The vertical connection will
work as a side street to the loop and
mainly being used by the pupils that
needs to be in the cluster for a specific
subject. Every atrium is presented with
a stair which its shape and character
change from cluster to cluster. This in
order to give the clusters their own
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identity as well as to help the pupils to
divide the different cluster from each
other which makes it easier to navigate
around in the building. The atrium also
have an entrance at ground floor which
leads to the outdoor schoolyard.
Furthermore the stair also works as a
fire escape in case of fire.
For every cluster the workshops and
the subject laboratories are encircle
the atrium in the middle. Workshops
are placed at the ground floor and can
be opened to the outdoor by big double
doors which invite the outdoor space to
be integrated in the teaching. A decentral staff room is placed on ground floor
as well for the teachers to have a space
for preparation. This will also ensure
the feeling of safety among the pupils
as they know that the teachers will be
just around the corner.
Subject laboratories are located on first
to third floor. The subject laboratories

are intend for more traditional classroom teaching while the workshops are
on a more practical level.

Ill. 89 Facade east 1:500

Ill. 90 Facade west 1:500

Ill. 91 Cross Section CC east 1:500
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The roof on clusters

Solar panels
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o
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Ill.92 The passive strategy

Toilet

Class room

Hallway

Toilet

Hallway

Class rooms

Ill. 93 The functional strategy

Class room

Roof garden

Class room

Class rooms

Roof garden
Class rooms

Ill. 94 The city strategy

THE ROOF STRATEGY
Each cluster will have a diversity in the
type of roofs. Some of the roofs will be
flat and used for outdoor spaces as
roof gardens and some of the roofs will
be a pitched roof. As the diagram illustrates the slope of the roof is made
according to different parameters.
The first parameter is a passive strategy where the use of the pitched roof
creates natural shading and the tilted
angle of the roof integrate PV-panels as
a natural part of the roof.
The functional strategy is used in an
aesthetic perspective so only subject
laboratories have a pitched roof. Both
from the outside and from the inside a
clear indication of where the subject
laboratories are located is clear.
The city strategy is to underline the city
concept. The subject laboratories
which are more private and addressed
to a specific group of pupils will stand
as small houses with pitched roofs with
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a direct connection to the more semi
public outdoor roof garden on the surrounding flat roof. In the roof garden
the slope also creates diversity and
downscale the building as a small city
landscape.

Passive strategy
Ved at lave taghældning kan taget
fungere som solarshading og lave en
naturlig hældning som kan bruges til
solceller. Modvirker overophedning.
Automatic openal window

Automatic exterior solarshading

Manual openal window

Functional strategy
Både indefra og udefra skal klasselokalerne
have deres egen identitet. De skal fremstå
som små individuelle “boliger” med
sadeltag. Man skal tydeligt kunne
Windowsill as seatingspot
gennemskue hvor klasserne
er.

The city strategy
Downscale
Diversity
Sunlight

Front view window

Side view window

Ill. 95 Principle of windows in subject
laboratories and workshops

THE CLASS
To ensure an optimal learning environment for the pupils the workshops and
subject laboratories separated in each
cluster have been the main focus according to good indoor environment.
The workshops are placed on ground
floor and the subject laboratories are
placed on first and second floor in each
of the clusters. All rooms will have facade openings towards two sides as a
main criteria. To openings in the envelope will either be in two facades or in
one facade and in the roof. This will ensure good daylight and opportunities
for natural ventilation during summertime. The windows are customized to the
climatic conditions in terms of sunlight
according to the corner of the world.

Even though that all of the rooms are a
standard with same dimensions and
rooms that follow the regulations for
indoor environment, the facade opening towards the corner of the world
also creates different experiences. The
different experiences of the exact same
room but with different orientation
change during the day and time of year.
At the ground floor the workshops will
have big facade openings in terms of
doors with a direct interaction to the
surroundings. The subject laboratories
will have three different sizes of
windows placed in different height. The
windowframe will be used as a seating
areas inside the rooms.
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Danish Building regulation BR15
Stk. 3

(6.4.3, stk. 3)
Undervisningsbygninger

”Efterklangstiden i rum i bygninger skal være reguleret i
overensstemmelse med rummenes anvendelse.”

”Kravet anses for opfyldt, når
bygningen udføres i overensstemmelse med Trafik- og
Byggestyrelsens vejledning
om lydbestemmelser (Akustisk Indeklima).”

[Bygningsregelmentet 2015, 2017]

THE CLASS - ACOUSTIC COMFORT
The reverberation time in rooms in buildings must be regulated according to
the use of rooms. As this project seeks
to investigate and design the optimal
classroom in all perspectives, acoustic
is a factor to be aware of. The rough unpainted concrete walls do not absorb
sound very much, together with hard
wooden floor which is glued to a concrete deck, the classroom must naturally be investigated for the risk of
high reverberation time. Noise disturbance and sound level has big impact
on human concentration ability.
[Rugg et. al. 2010]
In addition, there is also a provision in
building regulations concerning a maximum reverberation time for institutions.The building regulation BR15 demands a design and construction that
reduces the reverberation time to a
maximum of 0,6 seconds for ordinary
class rooms. See appendix 10.
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To investigate the reverberation of a
class room, Sabine equation has been
used. The analyses must clarify if the
combination of the chosen material types and amount, is sufficient for a modern classroom.
The surface materials are as described
in scheme next page. This analyze is
simplified and examines 6 different frequencies from representative parts of
the audible spectrum. Results from differet parts of the spectrum will indicate
how the room performs in general. It
assumes that there will not always be
fully occupied in the classrooms, and
the acoustic should be sufficient even
when lower occupied. So the simulated
people absorption is for 10 elementary
students to be safe.
The stated room design fulfills the current BR15 regulation where reverberation time is not higher than 0.6 second,

except for the lower part of the spectrum, around 125Hz. Still the room
must be seen as acceptable since the
spectrum of human vocal is not that
low. The vocal part of the spectrum
fulfills the regulations.

Reveberation time - Classroom
Equivalent absorption area

Material

Area (S)

125 Hz

250 Hz

500 Hz

1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz

Absorption coeff.

Floor
Ceiling (CoolCeiling area)

Wood elements on concrete
Metal deck, (perforated channels)

65
46

m2
m2

0,04
0,51

0,04
0,78

0,07
0,57

0,06
0,77

0,06
0,9

0,07
0,79

Ceiling (Acoustic absorb-border)
Front and rear walls
Side walls
Acoustic Wallpannels

Cellulose fiber elements
Concrete (rough finish, unpainted)
Concrete (rough finish, unpainted)
Fiberglass board

19
45,5
70
5

m2
m2
2
m
2
m

0,47
0,01
0,01
0,49

0,9
0,02
0,02
0,99

1,1
0,04
0,04
0,99

1,03
0,06
0,06
0,69

1,05
0,08
0,08
0,37

1,03
0,1
0,1
0,15

0,18

0,23

0,28

0,32

0,35

0,35

0,0004

0,001

0,0024

0,0061

(25mm batts)

(Bulletin board)

Absorbtion from persons

Number

Persons
Chairs

People - Elementary students

10

Absorbtion in air

Volumen

v/ 50% RH

227,5 m

m

3

Total absorption

40,4

65,1

64

72,5

79,8

76,3

Reveberation time (s)

0,9

0,6

0,6

0,5

0,5

0,5

Calculated using Sabine equation:

T=(0,16 V)/A
T=(0,16 V)/(

(

S)+(np Ap)+(4 m V))

T = Reveberation time (RT60 is the reverberation time, it takes for the sound pressure level to decrease 60 dB)
V = Volumen
= Absorption coefficient
S = Surface area
np= Number of people
Ap= Equivalent area of a person
m = Absorption coefficient air

Coolceiling
Acoustic border

(70cm, where CoolCeiling is not effective
- principal seen at CIS, copenhagen. see
case p. 60-61)

Acoustic Panels
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Danish Building regulation BR15
Stk. 1

(6.3.1.3, stk. 1)
Undervisningsbygninger

”..Ventilationen skal sikre et
godt og sundt indeklima. Indblæsningen med udeluft og
udsugningen
skal
være
mindst 3 l/s pr. barn og
mindst 5 l/s pr. voksen, samt
0,35 l/s pr. m² etageareal.
Samtidig skal det sikres, at
CO2 indholdet i indeluften
ikke i længere perioder overstiger 0,1 pct. CO2”

”Det gælder f.eks. for institutioner for pasning af børn som
vuggestuer, børnehaver, skolefritidsordninger, fritidshjem,
dagcentre og andre institutioner med lignende formål.
Ventilationsraten for opholdsrummene er ikke i sig selv tilstrækkelig til under alle forhold at sikre at CO2 indholdet
i indeluften ikke i længere
perioder overstiger 0,1 pct.
CO2”
[Bygningsregelmentet 2015, 2017]

THE CLASS - ATMOSPHERIC COMFORT (AIR QUALITY)
Building regulations require a minimum volume of 6m3 per person in
classrooms with a maximum of 28 pupils and 2 teachers. In this project, the
smallest classroom serves the users
with 7,6 m3 per person which fulfill the
demands but also play a role in the satisfaction of experienced indoor air quality. BR15 demands a ventilations system that function so that the pollution
level doesn’t exceed 1000ppm in longer periods.
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To investigate this perspective the dilution equation has been used. This seek
to clarify if the design of the classroom
opening and ventilation system is efficient enough to maintain a CO2-level
under 1000ppm.
The investigation is done with a continuous people load from 8.00 to 16.00.
Even though the concept of the school,
attracts users to leave the classrooms
in breaks. These unoccupied periods
will decrease the pollution level, see
principal next page. and help maintaining a better indoor environment.

CO level - Dilution (equation) - Classroom
This equation can be used to calculate the concentration of carbon monoxide in a room, whit a given pollution source
and a certain ventilation rate, over time.

C = q/nV (1 - e(-nT) )+(C0 - Ci ) e(-nT) + Ci
C = Concentration of pollution in the room
q = Pollutionsource
n = Air change rate
V = Room volume
T = Time (Hours)
C0 = Starting concentration
Ci = Concentration of pollution in outdoor air
Outdoor concentration 380 ppm
[Indeklimaportalen, 2017]
CO 2 load for people 450 L/day = 19 L/h [Indeklimaportalen, 2017]
Calculated total CO2 load
3
29pers · 19 L ⁄ h pr.pers = 551 L ⁄ h= 0,551 m ⁄ h
It is assumed that the starting concentration in the morning, allways is at outdoor concentration level.
C = (0,551 m /h)/(4 227,5m3 ) (1 - e
C = 985 ppm

(-4 8)

3

) + (380 10 - 380 10 ) ) e
-6

-6

(-4 8)

+ 380 10

-6

Concentration after 15 hours unoccipied. With infiltration as only ventilation.
(To clarify if it is reasonable to assume that CO2 level is at balance every morning.)
C = (0,551 m /h)/(0,7 227,5m3 ) (1 - e
C = 383 ppm

) + (985 10 - 380 10 ) ) e

(-0,7 15)

3

-6

-6

+ 380 10

(-0,7 15)

-6

CO2 ppm
Break

Break

Break

07.00 08.00 09.00 10.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 14.00 15.00 16.00 17.00

Classroom empty in breaks

Break

Break

Break

07.00 08.00 09.00 10.00 11.00 12.00 13.00 14.00 15.00 16.00 17.00

Classroom occupied in breaks

CO2 -pollution principal diagram, showing the increasing pollution in a classroom over the day 08.00-16.00
First diagram shows the level in a room which i unoccopied in periods, second shows a classroom where pupils stay in
classes duing the breaks. These illustrations is conseptual and based on a SBi example shown in appendix 08.
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THE CLASS - DAYLIGHT
Indoor daylight possibilities play an important role in design of a good classroom. It should be the aim to use daylight
as the main source, not only for energy
reasons, but also for the sake of children’s visual development and general
well-being, as daylight also helps to
sharpen the children’s feelings of space, time and place. (See theory chapter
“03 - Light”)
This presentation concern the light performance of the final design of the learning cluster, and how the placement of
classrooms in combination, will function.
Windows are placed in different heights
.Some are placed higher to perceive
more daylight deeper in the room and
some lower to maintain good connection and view to the outside for children
of all ages, while it can also function as
sitting element.
Artificial light strategy
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As there will be daylight in the vast majority of school time, it is important that
the artificial light works well in conjunction with the daylight, both for the sake
of quality and from the desire for energy-efficient operation. The artificial light
is panels which is controlled individual
so it can light the darker spots of a
classroom while is it not lightning unnecessary in the well-lighted areas.

Atmospheric comfort - Classroom
E

Ill. xx. Daylight simulation of 1. st floor Nature cluster.

Ill. xx. Daylight simulation of 1. st floor Nature cluster.

Ill. 96 Passive and active strategy in subject laboratories and workshops
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PASSIVE AND ACTIVE STRATEGIES
Passive and active strategies have
been implemented early in the design
process to reach the 2020 building regulations. The implemented passive
and active strategies is illustrated in
the diagram based on two different
class room placed in the building.
The passive strategy
The passive strategy is implemented
from the very start of the project and is
used to ensure optimal natural ventilation in the summer period - both in the
night and in day.
For one cluster which consist by an atrium in the center surrounded by subject
laboratories and workshops, the natural ventilation during the night happens through the atrium. This bouncy
stack effect during the night will decrease the temperature and ensure to
cool down the building and change the
air.
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A cool ceiling principle is used in all rooms as well as in the loop. The principle
are a combined solution for integrate
the mechanical ventilation in the ceiling as well as acoustic panels. In the
corner and along the edges of the ceiling the acoustic panels will be placed.
A parameter for all the subject laboratories and workshops is the openings
towards two facades whether it is the
roof or in the facade towards one of the
four corner of the world depends on the
specific classes. This ensure cross ventilation and bouncy stack effect ventilation during daytime in summer.
Besides the natural ventilation strategy
the passive solar gains will also allow
heat gains in the winter. Some of the
subject laboratories will have a sloping
roof which will work as solar shading in
summer when the sun stands high and
still allow the winter sun enter. Other
subject laboratories will have automati-

cally solar shading as a strategy to ensure a good indoor environment during
summer and winter.
The building envelope is also optimized
according to the amounts of insulation
and to minimize the infiltration during
the envelope and to use energy
windows with a low U-value.
The active strategy
For ensure to reach the 2020 building
regulations according to the demand
for the yearly energy use PV-panels are
added to the roof. Each cluster have
sloped roofs which will give space for
the panels towards south, east and
west. The required amount of PV-panels have been influenced on the
amount of sloped roofs.

PV panels
100 m 2

Cool ceiling

Solar radiation
Summer

Acoustic panels

Injection

Natural ventilation
Boyency stack effect

Injection

Natural ventilation
in day

Natural ventilation

Electricity

Natural ventilation
in night
Solar radiation
Winter

Acoustic panels
Extraction

Passiv internal
solar shading
Direct energy
(Heat gain through pane)

Glass wall seperates the room
with an interior hallway

Acoustic panels
Energy
optimized windows

Windows sill as
seating spot
Ventilation

Water supply

Decentral aggregat

SUBJECT LABORATORIES
First to second floor

Extraction

Ill.97 Passive and active strategy in subject laboratories and workshops

Solar radiation
Summer

Extraction
Acoustic panels

Natural ventilation
Injection

Injection

Natural ventilation
in night
Passiv internal
solar shading

Solar radiation
Winter
Natural ventilation
in day

Direct energy
(Heat gain through pane)

Acoustic panel
Glass wall seperates the room
with an interior hallway

Energy
optimized windows
Natural ventilation
Cross ventilation

Windows sill as
seating spot

Water supply

Decentral aggregat

WORKSHOPS AND SUBJECT LABORATORIES
Ground floor and first floor

Ill. 98 Passive and active strategy in
subject laboratories and workshops
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NATURAL VENTILATION IN
NIGHT

FRESH AIR
SUBJECT LABORATORY

FRESH AIR
SUBJECT LABORATORY

FRESH AIR
WORKSHOP

Ill. 99 Section of cluster and the principle of natural ventilation

NATURAL VENTILATION STRATEGY
Ventilation daytime
The natural ventilation in daytime is assumed to
be possible in summertime to supply the mechanical ventilation. In each classroom the natural ventilation will work as cross ventilation
and bouncy ventilation through the building envelope depending on the location of the
windows. The windows can be open in the bottom manually and the top part of the window
will be automatically adjusted by a mechanical
feature that register when there is a need for
ventilation.
Ventilation nighttime
The natural ventilation during night will mainly
happen through the roof of the atrium in each
of the clusters and in the atrium in the common
space surrounded by the staff and the home
areas. The ventilation will work as bouncy stack
effect ventilation. The wall that separates the
subject laboratories and the workshops with
the hallway will be in glass with an openal part
in the top. The air will flow from the classrooms
and the workshops through the open part of the
inner glass wall and exhaust through the roof in
the atrium.
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Ill. 100 Section of cluster and the principle of natural ventilation

MECHANICAL VENTILATION
STRATEGY
In each of the clusters of subjects there is a technical room for a decentral aggregat. The technical room will be located on each floor. The pipes will lead from the decentral aggregate on
ground floor through the technical rooms on the
upper floors and lead to every rooms on each
floor.
In the rest of the building there will be two technical rooms one in the staff area that will cover
the staff and the library as well as a second decentral aggregate in the home area. The auditorium and the canteen will be covered by the
aggregate placed in the nearby cluster of language. The loop will be covered by all the atriums
in the subject clusters.
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Energy performance

Archtectural expression
100 m2 PV-panels
cover 9,8 kWh / m2

126 m2 PV-panels
cover 16,5 kWh / m2

Ill. 101 Aesthetic and energy considerations
regarding implementation of PV-panels.

Total energy consumption for one cluster		

23,7 kWh/m2		

Total energy consumption for commonspace		

25,9 kWh/m2

Average energy consumption			

24,8 kWh/m2

ENERGY - BE15
The BE15 calculation has been divided into two.
One analysis made for one of the clusters which we
assume will have nearly the same energy performance as the other clusters. The second calculation in BE15 is the common space including the
home areas, staff and the loop. The total energy
consumption will be an average among the two
parts - common areas and the clusters of subjects.
The yearly energy consumption follows the 2020
building regulation standard of 20 kWh/m2.

will shade on the building, the BE15 calculation is
based on a estimate. Several windows in one facade is assumed to have the same calculated
shadow.

Passive strategy
The passive strategy in terms of a tight building to
reduce heat transmittance through windows and
walls have been implemented as well as a low line
loss. The U-values can be seen in appendix 7.

Ventilation strategy
The mechanical ventilation is set to be running during both summer and winter in BE15. In real life
the mechanical ventilation could assumed to be
decreased to a lower level in the summer and replaced by natural ventilation. Something that
would have a positive effect on the total energy
consumption saving electricity for running the mechanical ventilation.
See appendix 7 for the calculated ventilation rates.

Windows
The windows are triple layered glazing from Velfac
with a low U-value.
The sizes of windows are considered compared to
the investigation in Ladybug and Honeybee according to the indoor environment in classrooms.
The windows towards south is increased compared
to the windows towards east, west and north. This
to exploit the heat gain from the south but still take
the risk for overheating temperatures during the
year into account by adding solar shading. See appendix 7 to see the specific distribution of glazing
towards the south, north, east and west and the location of solar shading.
As the complexity of calculating the shadows that

Active strategy
The PV-panels are integrated as an active strategy
on the pitched roofs on the clusters.
The amount of PV-panels have been evaluated
along with the aesthetic expression of the building.
The aesthetic expression of the clusters is to make
parts of the roof as a pitched roof and herby still
make space for outdoor areas. Therefore the
amount of pitched roofs limit the square meters
which can be used for PV-panels. During the process an estimate of around 100 m2 for PV-panels
is acceptable in order to still keep the architectural
expression of the cluster. 100 m2 cover 9,8 kWh
m2 (see appendix 9)
Along with the aesthetic development of the cluster an investigation of energy performance of the
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building in BE15 have been made. the active strategy of PV-panels must cover 16,5 kWh to reach
the 2020 building regulation. This mean that the
total area needed for PV-panels is 126 m2 pr. clusters (see appendix 9) This will still be acceptable
given that the last square meters needed to cover
the energy consumption for the cluster will be placed on the roof of the staff building.
The needed square meters to cover the common
areas will be 250 m2 and will be placed on the
homeareas.
The results
The diagrams illustrates a big amount of electricity
used for both the artificial light and for running the
mechanical ventilation.
The total heat consumption is decreased by the
implementation of passive solar gains from the
sun and the internal gains from the people.
The total energy consumption for the clusters follows the 2020-building regulation with 23,7 pr år.
As seen on the results taking from the BE15 in
appendix 7 there is used energy to remove overheating temperature in july. In this case this would be
acceptable as the pupils will be on holiday in july.
The total energy consumption for the common
area is 25,9 pr. but will acceptable as the clusters
will compensate for that. The average energy consumption for the school in NærHeden is 24,8 pr.
year which follows the 2020 building regulation.

Room
Heating
35%

EL
55,3%

DHW
9,7%

Ill. 102 Distribution of common areas

Room
Heating
42,4%

EL
46,2%

DHW
11,4%

Ill. 103 Distribution of subject clusters
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MATERIALS
In the perceiving and experience of space, the materials have a great influence on creating a specific
atmosphere. The architecture aim to creates an
atmosphere that supports the vision of uniting durable and sustainable materials with an aesthetical visual and tactile expression.
The choice of materials originates from the development of the overall building concept. The materials should emphasize the feeling of the specific
learning environment in the school and still be
sustainable enough to obtain 2020.
Each of the five clusters are built in concrete. The
inside of the clusters is raw concrete walls whereas the outside is a mix between concrete plaster
and zinc. This diversity draws references to the city
of NærHeden and creates a more human scale to
the school, by not appearing as landmark.
The floor is made of oiled oak, which contrasts
with the raw concrete walls and gives different surface qualities. The warm wooden floor has a positive influence on the acoustics and at the same time
it creates a connection throughout the school.
The loop must be emphasized by having a different
material type than the rest of the school. On the
inside of the loop there must be vertical slats on
the walls, only broken by the floor to ceiling
windows. The vertical slats of larch are carried on
the outside of the loop to create a credible connection between the inside and outside. The construction of the loop is made of cross-laminated
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wood, which contrast with the more massive
expression of the clusters, thereby creating more
color shades. The larch slats on the loop gives the
building a warm expression and a soft tactile sensation.
The glass is used differently around the school for
daylight inlet and for outlook. The glass seeks to
create a contrast between light and shadow while
still providing outlook to the green loop and the
urban space in the school yard. The windows
forms part of the interior by providing stay options.
In addition, they also create a living facade from
the outside allowing the citizen to feel the life of
the school.
The atmosphere that the architecture intends to
create is a learning environment in which there is
a focus on the functionality of the everyday life while providing different spatial experiences.

Ill. 104 Cross laminated wood

Ill. 105 Concrete

Ill. 106 Larch lamellas

Ill. 107 Zinc

Ill. 108 Oiled oak floor

Ill. 109 Concrete Plaster
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DETAIL

Window

Insulation - 300mm Rockwool
Steel bracket
Innerwall - 200mm Concrete wall

Floorboards

Concrete deck Xtrumax - 200mm concrete floor slab

Ventilation pipes
Ventilation extraction
Celling - CoolCeling indlet-borads
Celling - Acoustic borad

Ill. 110 Detail of envelope - wdeck / window
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CONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLE

Ill. 111 This is the construction principles for the hole building except the loop, it consists of prefabricated renforced
concrete elements and concrete decks.
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08 DESIGN PROCESS
Introduction
Technical strategy
Phase 1: Theory based
Function organization
Light
Users
Phase 2: Concept development
Midterm concept
Building concept
The loop
Urban area
Connections
Building scale
Human scale
Roof investigations
Levels investigations
Function diagram
Phase 3: Initial investigations
Indoor environment
Window to wall ratio analysis - class
Class room
Home area
Subject clusters
Common areas
BE15 analysis
Phase 4: Detailing
LCA
Structural envestigations
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THEORY BASED

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

INITIAL INVESTIGATIONS

DETAILING

THE AREA
USERS

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
URBAN AREAS

OVERHEADING
HEATLOSS

BE15 ITERATIONS
CONNECTIONS

GLARE ANALYSIS
DAYLIGHT FACTOR
EXPERIENCE OF DAYLIGHT

INTERIOR
LCA ANALYSIS
MATERIALS

CONSTRUCTION

CONNECTIONS
CLASS ROOM
CLUSTERS
COMMON AREAS
HOME AREAS
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Ill. 111 Design process

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, the design process will red according to the indoor environpanels while maintaining the aesthetic
be comprehensively explained. The pro- ment and the urban spaces. Further
values.
cess will be presented in four phases the relation to the rest of the area of
Further detailing of the clusters and the
BASED
DEVELOPMENT
DETAILING
with an THEORY
introduction
to each phase. CONCEPT
The Nærheden
was considered, to INITIAL
addressINVESTIGATIONS
common areas was
made iteratively
Surface to
phases will be presented in a chronolothe different corners of the schoolOverto
with BE15 and Ladybyg/Honeybee tovolume ratio
heating gether with aesthetical, functional and
gical order from the first theory based either nature, the loop, the city or the
phase, to the concept development pha- street.
In theVentilation
first phase, many concept
structural parameters.
Energy
Indoor
se, then the initial investigation phase, Performance
and ideas was developed and tested,environment Glare
and at last the detailing phase.
which led to the strategy of Nærheden (Ladybug
The third phase (Initial investigations)
(BE15)
The introduction to each phase
will
school,
different
from
most
schools
off
sought to investigate the different posHoneybee)
U-values
Daylight
explain the topics and how sustainabili- today.
sibilities of plan layouts according to
factor
ty, light and the knowledge about the
light, view, acoustics and interiority.
Windows
Co2
development of the child, isMechanical
implemenThe
second
phase
(Concept
developDaylight
factor, glare and overheating
and
conc.
Sun analysis
ted, combined and used in in the natural
con- ment) outdoor
were
studied
in ladybug/
Honeybee.
Detailing
PV-panels
cerned phase.
The
final
concept
is
defined
and
subThe
significance
of
light
for
the activity
Wind analysis
Ventilation
spaces
demand
Final simulations
analysis
on site
ThroughSunthe
design
process, (Calculation)
different stantiated
by an (Calculation)
urban strategy for both
in the room, theand
day
rhythm
(Ladybug)
calculationsand the
tools as 3D modeling tools, hand sket- the outdoor areas around the school
aesthetical values of daylight in the
ches and physical models have been and on the roofs.
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used to investigate
form,
concept
and
Further
the
access
and
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flow
is
deHand
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4 concenPHASE 2
PHASE 1
PHASE
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the air flow rate have been made and
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neybee plugin for Rhino/Grasshopper. ces according to building fragmentatiAt last the energy consumptions have on and window areas.
The last phase (Detailing)
been calculated in BE15.
The option of integrate solar panels in
Deals with the final detailing of the cluthe roof were investigated and calculasters, the common areas and the urThe first phase (Theory based)
tions were made to see the approximaban areas of the school in Nærheden.
was explored after the site investigation tely area of solar panels to cover the
The materiality in the façade have been
and after the theory based knowledge energy consumptions. Also, the total
analyzed in LCA analysis
was obtained. In this phase the climatic useful roof area was found to see how
Final simulation and calculation in Lacondition, like wind, sun and shadow on much of the total energy consumptions
dybug/Honeybee and BE15 were made
the site was investigated and conside- could be covered by integrated solar
to clarify the final result of the building.
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Final simulations
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Ill. 112 Technical design process

TECHNICAL STRATEGY
The technical design strategy have
been implemented during the process
as an important parameter to clarify different parts of the project. The
technical strategy is not only a way of
ensure a good indoor environment and
a low energy use but also to have technical evidence in the decision making.
All the phases are strict separated in
the diagram but during the process it
was constantly iterations going back
and forth between the different technical tools and phases.

tions and simulations which leaded to
smaller adjustments.
By constantly evaluating in Be15 in
combination with Honeybee and Ladybug the iterations constantly optimized
and developed the design for instance
the window sizes and placement, the
need for solar shading, ventilation
strategy - all to ensure the best learning
condition at the school.

In phase two the BE15 has been introduced as a tool to have an overview of
the energy performance of the building.
During the process the model of BE15
got more detailed and was evaluated
in combination with the parameters in
phase three.
In phase three the classroom has been
detailed according to different orientations and sizes of windows. This in
order to investigated the thermal conditions, the atmospheric conditions, daylight factor and glare in the digital tool
Ladybug and Honeybee.
All the data have been evaluated in the
last phase to make the final calcula-
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PHASE 1: THEORY BASED
The first phase of the design process is characterized by the obtained knowledge from the theory.
In this chapter, it has been important to define
the users of the school and their needs to compare it with the concluded theory. Through different analogue and digital tools, the different rooms and their connection have been
investigated in order to understand the scale of
the room program of the school.
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Ill. 113 Function diagram

FUNCTION ORGANIZATION
The school has different spaces, all
open and accessible during school
opening hours. They form part of the
school’s learning facilities, intended
for students, teachers and other
staff of the school. The exposed
common functions can be used by
the citizens after school hours, while the classrooms in the 3 age stages will be closed.
(The size of the circles does not represent the size of the room or the
importance of the function but is
only a visualization of room types
and relation.)
In order to find the functional organization that can form the basis of our
concept, by dividing the school into
subject areas, a home area and the
common space, five different function organizations of the school have
been tested on the following page.
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The first one testes how the subjects
could be divided in clusters with both
the home area and the common area
as a cluster as well. In this organization
is some of the clusters being giving preferential treatment by being located
closer to the home area and the common area than other subject clusters.
The second one is divided like the first
one, the only difference is that the different grades are divided on each floor,
with the pre-preparatory classes on the
ground floor, intermediate stage on the
1st floor and the lower secondary
education on the 2nd floor. In this division, the pupils have less to do with
each other, across age because they do
not move in the same areas. In the
third division, the common area forms
the base for the school structure, with
the clusters located above. This division ensures a common point of arrival
and a meeting point for all users of the

school. the forth structure is almost similar to the third division, the only difference is the location of the common
areas. In this structure, the common
areas are located on the top of the subject clusters, to highlight the meaning
of the meeting across ages. The accessibility to the common room is very limited as the users need to navigate through the school to find it. The fifth and
last structure divide the subject areas
horizontal, in the floor levels with the
common area in the bottom. In this division, there is a risk of a massive vertical flow in school which might complicate the movements.
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Good work light
Light during the day
Inspiring outlook

TOILET/
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CONNECTIONS
Different light experiences
good working light during
the day

No requirement
Privacy

Ill. 115 Light experience diagram

LIGHT
With the focus on daylight and light
atmosphere according to learning
environment and school architecture, the light has been specified for
each function in the school. For this
project daylight and how the different spaces should be illuminated
and perceived through light, have a
great influence as it is a part of obtaining the optimal indoor climate.
This diagram is used as a guideline
for the different rooms, which kind
of light conditions and how the perception and functions of them
should be according to daylight.
Next step was to explore the daylight conditions and the risk of glare in specific classrooms with
windows in two adjacent walls.
Hereafter we looked at the daylight
in a larger scale on the urban spa-
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ces and the building to explore how
it could work with the overall concept of the building. The daylight
was explored in a 3D model, and
the urban functions were organized
according to the light sensations.

Natural light
Good work light
Light during the day

GROUP
ROOMS
Different working light
during the day

USERS
The users of the school are defined as,
the pupils, teachers, administration,
service staff and the citizen.
In the following chapter, each user
group will be presented with a short
text describing their relation to the
school and their needs. In addition, it is
specified when they are present at the
school, their use of the common areas
and the outdoor areas.
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Usergroup

Usergroup

Pupils

Pupils

Pre-preparatory classes

Intermediate stage

Learning: Good manners, basic learning
Play: Different modes of play, active
Activity: Result of the play

Learning: Good manners, basic to academically
Play: School related games, active
Activity: Essential for them, to learn

Present

Age

5 - 8 Years

08 - 14

Use of common space

weekdays

weekdays

10-10.30

Present

Age

weekdays

weekdays

weekdays

10-10.30

weekdays

weekdays

Teachers
Teacher at the school must ensure a good workflow. They must be
able to move from the staff area, through the common areas and
into the subject clusters. Their preparation rooms must be placed
strategically. They need a separate entrance located close to the
parking area.

Present

weekdays

10-10.30
Use of urban facilities

weekdays
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10-10.30
Ill. 116 User diagram

12-12.30

Teachers

Learning: Good manners, academically
Play: Verbal and passive play
Activity: Controlled by interest

Use of common space

weekdays

10-10.30

Usergroup

Lower secondary education

12 - 16 Years

12-12.30

Use of urban facilities

Pupils

Age

weekdays

10-10.30

12-12.30

Usergroup

08 - 16

Use of common space

12-12.30

Use of urban facilities

weekdays

8 - 12 Years

Present

weekdays

weekdays

08 - 17

08 - 16

weekdays

12-12.30

weekdays

12-12.30

Use of common space

weekdays

10-10.30
Use of urban facilities

weekdays

10-10.30

weekdays

12-12.30

weekdays

12-12.30

Usergroup

Usergroup

Administration

Service

Administration
Their need of a good working environment is related to any other
office according to light and spacious organization. Their office is in
close contact with the common areas and they share the canteen
with the teachers. They need a separate entrance located close to
the parking area.

Service
Their working hours are often outside school time, in the morning
and in the afternoon. The service staff must ensure optimal
workflow around school as their efficiency depends on how easy
they can get around in the school.

Present

Present

weekdays

weekdays

08 - 17

Use of common space

weekdays

weekdays

10-10.30

weekdays

06 - 10

08 - 17

weekdays

12 - 17

Use of common space

weekdays

Use of urban facilities

weekdays

06 - 10

Use of urban facilities

weekdays

12-12.30

Usergroup

12 - 17

weekdays

16 - 17

06 - 07

Usergroup

Parents

Citizens

Parents
The school must be open to parents so that they have the
opportunity to gain insights into the pupils' everyday lives and
even participate actively in events in the interest of the pupil. The
parents should feel safe by handing in their children to the school
in NærHeden

Citizen
The citizen of NærHeden have the possibility to use the school
outside school-hours. The school will function as a cultural center
where citizens can use the common area for different activities.

Present

Present

weekdays

08 - 09

weekdays

12 - 17

Use of common space

weekdays

08 - 09

17 - 22

weekends

08 - 22

Use of common space

weekdays

12 - 17

Use of urban facilities

weekdays

17 - 22

weekends

08 - 22

Use of urban facilities

weekends

10- 17
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weekdays

weekdays

17 - 22

weekends

08 - 22
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PHASE 1: CONCLUSION
There was no specific approach to this phase,
and the idea were to get an understanding of
the obtained knowledge from the previous
chapters. This phase was unstructured because of several concept ideas.
Tried out ideas that gave us an idea of how the
theory could be presented in the building.
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PHASE 2: CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT
The second phase were focused on the development of different conceptual ideas, considering the urban area, and climatic conditions. In
this phase, the midterm concept for the school
were developed.
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GATHERING ROOM

AUDITORIUM

HOME AREA

SUBJECT CLUSTERS

Ill. 118 Midterm concept

MIDTERM CONCEPT
The midterm concept highlights the
home areas in different levels, with cloakrooms in the ground floor and lounge
areas in the top level.
The subject clusters illustrate the activity level in the floor level, by putting the
workshops in the lower levels, laboratories on the next level, and group rooms
on the top. The clusters should include
outdoor space on the roof, giving the
different clusters a diverse identity.
The common areas should be integrated in the total building stock, creating
gathering points in different corners of
the school.
The following models of cardboard illustrates the different plan layout presented at the midterm review.
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Ill. 119 Midterm concept

COMMON AREAS

This model was made after the decision of organizing the
school in subject clusters. All four pictures consist of the five
subject clusters, a common area, a home area and a staff
area.
In this first model, the entrance forms under the home areas,
consisting of three individual areas, for the three age steps.
The Nature cluster is located against the green areas to the
east. The Culture, Language and Science cluster is located
with classrooms to the north to avoid direct light that can be
intrusive in teaching. The staff department is located close to
the parking lot to ensure optimal workflow.

Ill. 120 Midterm concept

In this model, the sports hall becomes a focus point in the
school, by being centrally located.
The subject clusters are located almost as in the previous model, however, the Create cluster is located facing the street to
create a living facade on both sides of the school

Ill. 121 Midterm concept

In the third model, most common functions are very centralized and even stacked on top of each other to highlight them as
being one cluster.

Ill. 122 Midterm concept

The fourth model relates more to the site and to the surroundings by shaping the school after the green loop going through
the learning cluster. In this model, there will be a sharper division between clusters on both sides of the common functions.

Ill. 123 Midterm concept
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1

Ill. 124 Building concept

3

Ill. 126 Building concept

2

Ill. 125 Building concept

4

Ill. 127 Building concept

BUILDING CONCEPT
Different building concepts have been
investigated to find the concept suiting
the strategy for changing the school
structure.

The fourth example is a grid structure
allowing the outdoor space to be a part
of the indoor environment as the border between them is unclear.

The first concept is a traditional division of the school, with the common area
going through the school and the learning environments separated in clusters.

The fifth concept is a complex structure
with the common area branching out to
the clusters formed by classes stacked
on top of each other

The second one is a sharp division of
the school, with the common area in
the middle and the learning areas on
both sides, creating interesting spatial
experiences in the form.
The third concept is clear in the expression of the different areas being divided in squares with private outdoor
space for each department.
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The sixth and last concept is divided in
clusters with the common areas filling
out the space between them. The structure is placed in different levels allowing passage under the building
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Ill. 129 Building concept
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THE LOOP
Hereafter appeared the idea of a loop
going around the different subject clusters and the common area to create a
horizontal flow while dividing the school
in subjects and not the grade or individual pupils. The loop ensures a floating
connection for all users of the school.

Ill. 130 The loop

the first model seeks to explore how
the different clusters could creat a corner on the building.
the second one allowes the loop to go
through the different clusters and thereby divide them in two parts.

Ill. 131 The loop
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Ill. 132 Urban areas

Ill. 133 Urban areas

THE URBAN AREAS
The first model explores outdoor areas
in the building in different heights allowing the sun to penetrate, and give
the outdoor space each their characters.
the second one explores outdoor areas
in the ground floor around the building
on the edges, addressed against different orientations in the city.

Ill. 134 Urban areas

the third model is investigating the outdoor areas around the buildings, raised
over the ground floor creating an interesting space in between the building
and a different urban space under the
building creating a contrast between
the lit area and the darker area.
the fourth model investigates outdoor
areas in different levels on the building
roof creating a different scale

Ill. 135 Urban areas
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CONNECTIONS
The connections in the school have a
valuable meaning as this is the place
where the social interactions happen
across age, interest and competencies.
Connections tend to have an inferior
importance, as they are just used to get
from A to B as fast as possible.
The light should emphasize these connections by providing different light
experiences. There must be a hierarchy
between the connections, in size and
illumination, and a differentiation in horizontal and vertical connections.
The connections in the atriums to every
subject cluster have been tested according to fire approval and the overall value.
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Ill. 136 Connections
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CROWD
50 - 200 PEOPLE

BIG GROUP (CLASS)
20 - 50 PEOPLE

MINOR GROUP
4 - 10 PEOPLE

PUBLIC SPACE

INDIVIDUAL
1 - 2 PEOPLE

PRIVAT SPACE

Ill. 137 Building scale

BUILDING SCALE
Building
scale
addresses
how
exposure, access and transparency in
the building can be regulated through
the architecture and the spaces. How
accessible the building appears from
the outside and how clear it seems
from the inside.
In order to create a sense of community and overview of the school, it is essential, architecturally to work with visibility and clarity, which makes it easier
for pupils and teachers as primary
users to orient themselves in the
school. In addition, it is essential that
the building is also exposed to the secondary users of the school.
This visibility and clarity are expressed
in the levels of exposure, which can be
divided into three categories; High, medium and low depending on the type of
activity the room is designed to facilitate. High exposure means: Many people,
visual and auditory noise, open spaces,
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high transparency, multifunctionality
and high physical activity. The degree
of exposure can therefore be related to
the degree of physical activity, where
the basic principle is that the higher the
physical activity, the higher the
exposure may also be.
Rooms or spaces with low exposure are
spaces where students need to immerse themselves in their work and need
to be screened for visual and auditory
noise. It is especially the smaller rooms
designed for individual work or work in
smaller groups where this applies. But
there may also be shielded immersion
zones in larger rooms. These rooms
can be group rooms or smaller niches.
In spaces with medium exposure the
activity level is higher and there are often more people gathered in space.
The activities here are a mixture of seated and standing activity. However, the
exposure makes it possible to look into

the room and sense the activity, but it
is still possible to sit away from the visual noise from the outside. These types of rooms are classrooms, laboratories and the staff area.
Rooms or spaces with high exposure
are characterized by spaces where the
physical activity level is high. In these
rooms, pupils rarely sit down and work
with hands-on activities. There are also
frequent spaces where transit takes
place from one area to another. These
types of rooms may be workshops, galleries and common areas.
The scale of the building thus has a significant impact on the exposure of the
activity taking place in a specific room.
Exposure has an influence on the pupil’s well-being at school and for the
teachers’ working environment. In addition, the degree of exposure has an
influence on how the citizens use the
school outside school hours.

Scale of the room

Age
Ill. 138 Human scale

HUMAN SCALE
Human scale relies on how the number
of rooms and their size is proportional
to the age and development stage of
the pupil. When the pupil starts school,
it changes the framework they know
from kindergarten, because they must
relate to a more complex context. Therefore, they need more transparent frames, with less and less space that they
need to move around in between over
the day. As their cognitive abstraction
level increases with age, they are also
able to estimate larger and higher numbers of spaces, and with more people
around them. In addition, they are also
able to abstract from the surroundings
and immerse themselves in open spaces despite less visual and auditory noise. The scale also makes that the pupils as moving with the scale of the
room also gets a feel for his own social,
professional and physical development.

The human scale thus has a great influence on the way of experience the different spatiality and room. The human
scale can be used in the building layout
but also in the interior design.
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ROOF INVESTIGATIONS
The roof layout is related to the building
scale. The experience of the room depends as much of the scale as of the
layout. The roof layout and height must
thereby be adapted to the activity taking place in the room. The layout of
the roof should as far as possible be
the same inside as outside. Especially
the roof layout underpins the experience of space, by allowing the light to penetrate from different angles during
the day. It is not only the light experience which creates the good indoor environment, but also the air quality, by
allowing natural ventilation with thermal buoyancy in the room. The challenge with other ceilings than the flat, is
the integration of the mechanical ventilation.
These 12 roof investigations are divided in the categories of the different
rooms. For the 12 different rooms, there are four different layouts for each.
These layouts are flat roof, pitched roof
and sloping roof.
According to the different layout, also
the acoustic preforms differently in rooms of different roof layouts.
The layout of the roof is not the essential factor of perceiving the room but
when processing light, acoustics and
scale, the rooms can be completely different.
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LEVELS INVESTIGATIONS
Together with the scale and the roof
layout, levels in the building have been
investigated in order to create an interesting and motivating learning environment. The human body is not designed to sit all day, so it’s essential for
the pupils to move, to be able to learn.
The learning room must be characterized by many different levels that require sensual and body-kinesthetic presence and waking when the individuals
in the spaces move around, like in the
nature.
A smooth movement throughout the
day also increases the pupils blood
circulation and oxygen supply to the
brain, which strengthens the concentration ability. The levels in the building
stages the activity level in the school
and Includes the activity from the green loop by allowing interaction between
the ones passing by the school and the
users of the school.
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FUNCTION DIAGRAM
This function diagram shows how
the loop in the school ensures an
optimal workflow for the daily users
of the school while the subject clusters still seems more closed to the
citizens who mostly use their time
in the common functions in the
center. The loop should serve as a
navigator that is also used for working space.
(The size of the circles does not represent the size of the room or the
importance of the function but is
only a visualization of room types
and relation.)
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CONCLUSION ON PHASE 2
By working in different scales and with
different tools, the concept for the
school appeared. This phase was more
detailed and complex than the first
phase.
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PHASE 3: INITIAL INVESTIGATIONS
This phase contains initial studies of the classroom in relation to the indoor environment. The
classroom was investigated in relation to shape
and layouts. The rest of the school were investigated in relation to other functions and the plan
layout.
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENT
In the initial design phase of the classroom there were already certain parameters to be met, or parameters that
were guiding, such as definite number
of pupils the room should accommodate and the volume that required,
furthermore the function of the room
defined some barriers. “Room for learning” as described in the theory chapter. These factors combined, created
the opportunity to build a basic classroom form as a starting point for a more
measurable, quantitative indoor climate investigation. Because this investigation was so early in the process the
idea was to create a representative geometry that later on could be guiding
for the next design phases.
This following study examines the effect of the adaptive thermal comfort of
indoor environment while changing the
Window to wall ratio (WWR).
The simulation is heading towards presuming the amount of glazing in the
facades, depending on orientation. The
geometry is a representative 65m2
square classroom with glazing I two fa-
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cades. Windows is evenly distributed in
2 heights, with a parametric setup to
change the percentage of glazing to
façade. WWR is an important variable
affecting energy performance in a building. The amount of glazing has an impact on the building’s heating, and
lighting, as well as relations to natural
environment in terms of access to daylight, views and ventilation.
Simulation setup
This parametric simulation is created
with the Rhinoceros 3D model tool and
the two energy and environmental grasshopper-plugins, Honneybee and Ladybug, using EnergyPlus and DaySim as
engines.
The simulations are oriented with openings respectively, NW, NE, SW, SE.
This is calculated in four steps for each
orientation with window area 25%,
35%, 45% and 55%. See scheme page
170-171.
The envelope is unchanged for the simulation. It consists of 200mm concrete on the inside, 300mm Rockwool

on the outside. With a total U-value at
0,11 W/m2k. The windows are 3-layer
energy windows with a U-value at 0.6
W/m2k. Only facades with glazing is
calculated as wall to the outside, rest is
calculated as adiabatic. The indoor material is set to concrete according to the
daylight factor and window transmission factor is 0.7. Geographically, the
room is assumed to be located according to Danish reference year (DRY)
and with no context buildings. The
amount of gain from people and equipment is calculated for 29 people
8-16.00.
The adaptive thermal comfort model
for the classroom is premised on the
principle of “occupants first” for indoor
environment design. Which means that
the design for good indoor climate is
the predominant factor in the design
process.
Natural ventilation
It assumes there is 20% fraction of the
window area that is operable, for natural ventilation 24 hours a day. The
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Window to wall ratio analyse - Classroom
NorthEast 25%

NorthEast 35%

NorthEast 45%

NorthEast 55%

m2
m2
m2
m2
m
m

Temperature
>27 0
>26 0
<19 0
<18 0

Temperature
>27 0
>26 3
<19 0
<18 0

Temperature
>27 0
>26 10
<19 0
<18 0

Temperature
>27 0
>26 14
<19 0
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kWh/Year

kWh/Year

kWh/Year

kWh/Year

Heating energy:
199 kWh

Heating energy:
308 kWh

Heating energy:
458 kWh

Heating energy:
581 kWh

Solargain:
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1605 kWh

2247 kWh

2890 kWh

3532 kWh
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Temperature
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Temperature
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Temperature
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Heating energy:
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Heating energy:
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Heating energy:
357 kWh

Heating energy:
484 kWh

Solargain:

Solargain:
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Solargain:

2510 kWh

3514 kWh

4519 kWh

5523 kWh
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Window to wall ratio analyse - Classroom
NorthWest 25%

NorthWest 35%
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NorthWest 55%
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4462 kWh
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CLASSROOM
In this study, four different plan layouts have
been tested to find the layout that can be used
for different types of teaching and fits different
types of learning ability.
The first one is a rectangle that allows the classroom to be divided in two parts, a group oriented area and an ordinary classroom area. This
plan layout creates a flexibility of stacking the
classrooms and still make regular rooms in the
atrium.
The second one is a rectangle with a notch that
makes a different in the scale of the space. The
entrance is emphasized by being darker and
then opens up in the rest of the classroom by
being lighter.
The third layout is a square where the plan is
easily readable. The large facades allows daylight to lit the room during the day.
The fourth and last one is two squares meeting
in the corner creating two different spaces
which is indirectly divided. The small bend creates two learnings environments.
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HOME AREA
The challenge with the home areas is to
create different atmospheres in the room
without dividing it by a wall. The home area
should include a cloakroom for the children as they do not have a sense of belonging to a specific classroom. In addition to
a practical cloakroom, the home area must
also consist of a lounge that melts together
with the rest of the features of the room, a
multifunctional partitions and interior with
seating possibilities. The home area should
be the base where pupils meet across
ages and get a break from the teaching.
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SUBJECT CLUSTERS
There are five subject clusters and they
are placed on the site in relation to the
surrounding and their mutual correlations. The first cluster is the create cluster which includes subjects as woodwork, cooking classes, art and music.
This cluster needs a close connection
to the common areas and the green
loop, as some of these workshops may
be used by citizen outside school hours. The second cluster is the culture
cluster, that includes history, religion
and social studies. Both this cluster
and the language cluster is placed with
the classrooms orientated towards
north, to achieve defuse natural working light. The fourth and fifth cluster,
the science and the nature clusters, is
placed on the south-east side, in relation to each other and to the green area
of NærHeden.
The idea of the clusters was to divide
them with the loop going in-between
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with the classrooms on one side and
the atrium with the toilets, elevator and
technical core on the other side. All the
workshops are places on the ground
floor to expose the life of the school
and the classrooms on top to ensure a
more contemplation space.
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Ill. 148 Cluster investigations
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COMMON AREAS
The common area is investigated in relation to how it functions with the subject clusters and the surroundings. The
common functions should be connected to the loop with almost the same
distance to the subject clusters, to ensure an optimal workflow for the daily
users. The common functions should
provide an interesting openness towards the green loop and around the
building. The common area should also
have a close relation to the urban space around the school, so the transition
between outdoor and indoor common
areas is experienced more fluid. The
following eight tudies of the common
area shows the relation between the
respective functions and their relation
to the loop
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BE15 ANALYSIS
BE15 is a program to have a knowledge
of the energy performance of a building. During the design process the
concept of divide the school into five
clusters implemented the technical investigation and energy calculations
made in BE15.
The investigation is iterations to achieve a basic knowledge of parameters
influencing on the total energy consumption in the processing of each cluster. The parameters involve the fragmentation of the building, the U-value
and the sizes of the windows.
Internal gains and ventilation is locked
and will not be changed during the analysis. The iterations are made with the
same starting model.
Fragmentation of the building
The total square meters of is the same
for all steps but the total square meters
of facade change in terms of the fragmentation. The fragmentation of the
building fulfill the idea of create roof
gardens in several levels, to make it
possible to create two envelope openings in each class room and to give
the cluster an architectural diversity in
the experience of the facade.
The building is fragmented 0 to 6 meters and as expected the energy consumption will increase. In this case the
6 meters of fragmentation will result in
an energy consumption 9 % higher
compared to a cluster with no fragmentation.
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U-value
The windows and the U-value also have
a big influence of the energy consumption. The U-value defines the heat
transmission through a building part. In
this case we chose specific windows
from Velfac with different U-values.
As illustrated the lower U-value result in
a lower energy consumption as well.
Window area
The windows and the openings in the
facade is the less insulated part of the
building envelope. Therefore we need
to be aware of how the openings actually have an influence on the energy
consumption.
Both the heat loss and the heat gain
from the sun is taking into account in
the total energy consumption. In the
iterations the energy consumption towards the south will be lower along with
the higher windows percent because of
the heat gain from the sun. The results
also illustrate that there are a limit of
the amount of windows area where the
heat gain actually will influence positively to the energy consumption. By 50
% window areas the total energy consumption will increase. Towards east,
west and north the energy consumption increase along with the higher
window area because of the heat loss
through the window.
This iteration must of course be compared with more specific indoor climate

calculations because of the risk for
overheating.
This is very useful in the design process
to know the impact of one parameter
and how that would influence on the
other. For instance to fragment the building two meters we know that the energy consumption will increase. For compensate for the 4% higher energy
consumption we can choose a lower
U-value or change the sizes of the
windows for compensate for the 4 %.

BE15 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF CLUSTER
OFFSET
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Ill. 150 Be15 Sensitivity analysis of cluster
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CONCLUSION ON PHASE 3
A specific classroom layout was chosen on the
basis of its flexible layout possibilities and its
indoor environment results. These results were
used as a strategy for deciding the window area
on the rest of the building.
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PHASE 4: DETAILING
This phase consists of the final detailing of the
building and considerations on the performance of several wall examples with different materials. The structural considerations are of importance to the final expression of the building.
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LCA
LCA is a part of the DGNB-certification and is a life cycle assessment for
buildings. It illustrates the potential
environmental impacts and resource
consumption during the life cycle of a
building. The effects are due to both
consumption of resources for the building and emissions to water, soil and air.
The life cycle includes the procurement
and production of building materials,
energy and resource consumption of
operation and maintenance, disposal
and possibly recycling of building materials. The potential impacts include,
among other things, the discharges of
renewable and
Fossil resources, contributions to global warming, ozone depletion,
Smog formation, acidification and nutrient loading.
[Birgisdottir, 2003]
LCA can be used in two ways to investigate the global impact of the building.
Compare LCA results in terms of building products.
Normalisation and weighting which
also incorporates the social, political
and ethical perspective.
As a part of the facade development
the LCA analysis have been used to
clarify the sustainable perspective in
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the choice of materials. Three different
facade types - plaster, wood cladding
and bricks have been analyzed. LCA
can be made for the whole building
including all buildings elements but in
this case the analysis has only been
made for the building envelope with the
change of only the outer layer.
The contribution of materials for construction, replacement and end-oflife and the energy contribution from
electricity and heat are included in the
interpretation of the LCA results. LCA
analysis is based on:
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT CATEGORIES
Global warming potential (GWP)
Ozone depletion (ODP)
Smog/photochemical oxidant creation
potential (POCP)
Acidification potential (AP)
Eutrophication potential (EP)
Depletion of abiotic elements (ADP-elements)
Depletion of abiotic, fossil resources
(ADP-fossil)
RESOURCE CONSUMPTION CATEGORIES
- Total primary energy consumption

- Renewable primary energy consumption
[Birgisdottir, 2003]
The bar chart illustrates the total environmental impact for each of the categories. The facade with wood cladding
is the least polluted material while the
bricks have the highest environmental
impact.
Distribution of contributions to environmental impacts from the different life
cycle phases is illustrated in three circle diagrams of global warming potential (GWP). As seen the environmental
impact is the highest in the production
phase for bricks while the wood, compared to the other materials, has an
environmental impact in the stage of
maintaining.
From a aesthetically perspective the
bricks and the plaster will patina slower than wood and the aesthetic expression of wood will change during its lifetime. This must also be considered in
the choice of materials. This study can
clarify how the choice of materials can
be optimized
To reduce environmental impact.
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Ill. 155 Structural investigation of loop

STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS
The construction of the loop has been
developed as a part of the design process. The shape of the elevated loop
will have a span of 24 meters at the
longest place. This require a structural
system that can support the construction and at the same time support the
vision for the architectural expression.
The architectural vision is to create a
structural system that express anonymous and not take too much focus
from the elevated wooden loop as the
main element. Therefore the construction underneath the loop must appear
light and floating.
The actual loop is considered to be
build in in cross laminated wood elements and supported by concrete elements shaped as thin elegant walls.
The walls will divide the space underneath the loop and still give the loop a
floating expression.
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Ill. 156 Structural investigation of loop
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CONCLUSION ON PHASE 4
The LCA analyze of the different walls helped us
decide the materials of the wall to obtain the
sustainable strategy. The structural investigation sought to explore the different architectural
and structural properties. The elements needed to be a part of the overall concept.
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EPILOGUE
Final strategy
Conclusion
Reflection
References
Illustration list
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FINAL STRATEGY
The final strategy has been produced after the design phase,
in a more detail version to provide an overview. This scheme
illustrates the appearing questions and their effect on each
other during the project
This strategy shows a more unstructured approach where the
various steps in the process have had an impact on each
other. Our approach is characterized by our motivation to
make a difference while maintaining the sustainable approach in the process.
The different phases are placed linearly underneath each
other. From here, some sub-topics are located, with dashed
lines showing their links. The dashed lines illustrate that the
process has gone back and forth and the strait line shows the
point of origin for the strategy.
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DESIGN STRATEGY

”Which Global challenges are we
facing today?”

PROBLEM
RESEARCH

USERS
Primary and secondary users of
the school
NÆRHEDEN
”The future sustainable suburb
NærHeden”

SCHOOL ARCHITECTURE
”The Danish School”
”The New Danish Education
Reform, 2014”

”The room program ”

VISION
”How do we create an inspiring
learning environment?”
”How do we use the city
structure in the school”

ANALYSIS

The image of the society

”How can sustainability
be used as a tool, and
not a result”

The site conditions
”Casestudies inspiration to
develop learning environment ”

THEORY

NEUROLOGICAL
The mental and physical
development of the child

”How does the room affect the
learning”

LIGHT
How does light affect
the learning

DESIGN PHASE

”Circadian clock and the building
orientation”

THE CLASS ROOM
The acoustics performance

THE SCHOOL IN NÆRHEDEN
”How do we integrate activity so it
should not be part of the school
schedule ”

”Passive and active strategies ”

Be15 sensitivity analysis of
cluster

CO2 level and natural ventilation

Use of materials

”How does the connections
create communities”

SYNTHESIS

Social sustainability

PRESENTATION
”Is the theory visible in
the design”
”How do we communicate
the thesis?”

EVALUATION
Ill. 157 The final strategy diagram
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CONCLUSION

The school in Nærheden is the answer
to a new learning institution for children
in the newly developed area of
Hedehusene, called NærHeden. The
location of Hedehusene, close to Høje
Taastrup and in commute distance to
Copenhagen, constitutes an area that
forms bridge between village lif e and
city life. The synergy between these two
areas has grown in line with the cities.
This creates a need for resident ial
areas located outside the metropolitan
areas, where the distance to the
options is short and where the
community
between
different
segments is strong.
This project is based on the
development of small communities
outside the metropolitan area, as it is
in these areas that communities arise
between the houses.
The constellation and perception of
these urban structures create the living
processes that can be transferred to
the structure of the school. The school
is one of the most important institutions
in society, where the child spends most
of its waking hours and where it gains
professional knowledge. The school
also forms the basis for the child’s wellbeing, its health and its physical and
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mental development.
In order to rethink how teaching of
children in primary school works, it is
essential to look at the purpose of the
school. The purpose of the school is
learning and not teaching, and the
discussion about the number of pupils
in the class, the number of hours on
the schedule and the number of
preparation hours are irrelevant. The
crucial elements are the learning the
pupil obtains and how the pupil obtains
it, how their learning capacity is
affected and how It can be improved.
Information from the site and user
studies, architectural, light and
neurological theory have been used to
make a design proposal for the new
School in NærHeden.
This school makes up the way we have
seen school structures in primary
school so far, where children are
divided into grades and competencies
and rarely transcended across age. In
addition, many pupils with extra needs
experience being sent out of classes
for extra education and therefore occur
unnecessarily focus on the weak ones.
At the school in NærHeden, all subjects
are divided into five clusters, by
relation. This means that pupils change

classrooms after completion of
teaching. By introducing a new school
structure, where pupils do not have an
affiliation with a classroom and a
design element of a loop going around
the different clusters on the first floor,
the activity becomes part of everyday
life for teaching in the different clusters.
This activity thus forms an integral part
of the pupil’s school day and is
therefore not scheduled. The activity
increases the pupils learning ability
and motivates them to seek out
learning.
The loop is the multispace of the school
that ensures the functional flow, and
here meetings occur across age,
competencies and interests. The
architecture of the loop creates
different tactile, visual and kinesthetic
atmospheres throughout the school by
using different contrasts in materials,
daylight from several sides and spatial
organization. This creates different
zones and experiences at the school
that are important for the pupils
development.
The activity level at the school can be
read in each cluster, which consists of
workshops at the bottom that are highly
exposed to the green loop. Laboratories

on the first floor, with access the roof
areas. From two of the clusters, there is
also the possibility to move on the
school loop which allows the teachers
to get an overview of most of the school
during the breaks, which creates a
visibility for the teachers. On the top
floor, there are classrooms that also
have outdoor areas with the possibility
of teaching outside. The multi-level
outdoor areas give students the
opportunity to choose from different
areas that inspire different activities
adapted to a specific cluster. The
outdoor areas on the roofs gather the
pupils and enable them to be more
sheltered from the schoolyard in the
center of the school. It is possible to
arrive at the school from several sides,
but the main entrance is placed in
relation between the school and the
green loop in the area, by leading the
user directly into the loop of the school.
The intention in this school is that the
pupils must learn by interrests insted of
learning by doing, so the pupil is driven
by his interests. The physical space
thus
expresses
some
learning
environment that takes into account
the individual pupils needs, where the

pupil thrives in communities and gives
the best possible opportunities to
develop socially and professionally.
This school allows the individual pupil
more responsibility, potentially with age
and development, to choose to target
his schooling according to his interests,
while at the same time having to
understand the importance of meeting
defined common goals. In order to
involve pupils and give them coresponsibility in the influence of their
interests on the future, it was relevant
to look at the child’s developmental
stages. This neurological knowledge
contributed to the understanding of the
diversity of the pupils and what needs it
has.
Children
have
different
developmental stages and their
perception of learning rooms affects
their learning ability differently.
The optimal learning environment is
dependent on an optimal indoor
climate that includes light, sound, air
and temperature that also affect
health, well-being, learning ability and
concentration. The good indoor climate
is ensured by creating large window
openings in several sides of the
classroom that allow the light to
penetrate most of the day while

ventilating the room when the class
change room. In addition, it is essential
for the pupil that there is the possibility
of screening for visual and audio noise
in the classroom.
The school’s facilities ensure that
opportunities are made for engaging
the city’s citizens in the life of the
school, so that the school creates a
framework for a community outside of
school hours where social interactions
can occur.
The design seeks to integrate
architectural qualities, with high levels
of spatial activities and low energy
consumption into a holistic institution
where the different elements relate to
each other equally and create
functional and perceivable architecture.
The result is a learning institution with
well-functioning learning environments
that can create some academically
strong, focused and socialized pupils
who master their lives in interaction
with others while being able to
contribute actively to solve the
challenges we are facing today and in
the future - Locally, nationally and
globally.
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REFLECTION
The aim is to start the discussion of
how to make a change by rethinking
the Danish elementary school. The Danish school is an institution of pupils
with different learning abilities, and
these must be considered in the development of a new learning institution to
give the pupil the best opportunities to
develop socially and professionally through their years in school.
This project discusses how architecture
and the environment could play a role
in the pupil’s upbringing and their learning ability. It is based on a holistic approach with a focus on creating a learning institution that complies with
2020 and at the same time provide the
ability of creating different physical learning environments adapted to the individual pupil.
Working with a project of this scale with
high demands on the learning- and
indoor environment, it was useful to
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combine neurological theory, theory of
percieving learning environment and
the indoor climate with the site and surrounding analysis to develop a concept
for the school.
By deciding a structure for the school
early in the process, allowed the focus
to change more to detailing of the individual clusters, their connections and
their connection to the common areas.
Further the challenge of ensuring clear
access to the site and the building was
solved.
We aim to create and hybrid between
the context housing and NærHeden
school, to make the school more accessible. Our analyzes have been prepared
on the basis of the proposals from Arkitema’s for Nærheten. The function of
NærHeden School thus assumes that
Arkitema’s proposals are implemented
and that the area will evolve as stated
in their development plan.

The process of this project is based on
Bryan Lawson’s approach to design.
From this, an iterative strategy for the
project was developed. This strategy
was subsequently adjusted to fit the final approach. The strategy gave an insight into the synergy between the technical, architectural and sustainable
aspects of the process.
Our visit at the three schools provided
us with knowledge of the school structure in new Danish schools. The visits
gave us an insight into how the teaching
takes place and how the physical spaces contribute to creating a living course at school and various social interactions.
The theory of the child’s developmental
phases is based on the pre-preparatory
stage child since we initially planned to
develop a pre-primary school because
of our interest in childrens transition

from kindergarten to school and how
this development could be influenced
by the learning environment. But
because of our theory and the subject
divided areas, we decided that it was
important to design the entire school
There is a big difference between children’s needs and it is difficult to create
a learning environment that accommodates all pupils, and in this connection it can also be discussed how far a
division of the school in this way will
work as intended for all age stages.
This structure is often seen in institutions with older children, where they
have learned to understand more complex contexts. A solution can be made
where the pre-preparatory stage is
more isolated from the rest of the
school.
However, the school is very flexible so
that both the common areas and the
outdoor areas get in touch with the rest

of the NærHeden and gather users for
events and everyday life.
The functional flow in the loop has a
major influence on the architectural
expression and the sustainable aspect.
The flow in the loop must create a connection between the inside and outside
but more important, between the functions of the building.
The concept of multi-page light and the
impact of light on learning, enables the
pupil to follow the daylight throughout
the schoolday. The indoor climate has
thus had a major influence on the
structure of the school and the final design, both in terms of light, sound, air
and temperature. Thereby the project
has unified theory about the development of the child, spatial qualities and
phenomenological sensations of indoor environment with a new school
structure in order to rethink and push
the way one can think of future school

buildings. Knowing that we are not able
to change the way of learning in the future. The structure of the school, the
teaching and the learning methods will
change concurrently with the rest of
the society. However, the school must
be flexible enough to change as well,
both in size and in organization.
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APPENDIX 1

SPECTRUM OF DIFFERENT LIGHT SOURCES
Fig Light2. Spectrum of different light sources
These six diagrams describes estimate results from spectral
analyses of different light sources. This shows how well represented and even distributed the frequenses is in daylight. it
contains the whole spectrum with little variation. As an comperrasion, there are five artificial light source often used in
buildings.
billede http://housecraft.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/spectral_responses2.png
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Ill. 158 Spectrum of different light sources

APPENDIX 2

GLARE PERSPECTIVE

Ill. x The perspective used for evaluation of glare risks in classroms.
Observant pupil places back in to room, close to the backwindows with
angle against the right facade. Fisheye perspective is used for a more
reliable human-view-analysis.

Ill. 159 Glare perspective

Ill. x The perspective used for evaluation of glare risks in classroms.
Observant pupil places back in to room, close to the backwindows with
angle against the right facade. Fisheye perspective is used for a more
reliable human-view-analysis.
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APPENDIX 3

FIRE PLAN

Ill. 160 Fire

https://www.aarhusbrandvaesen.dk/files/dokumenter/Brandredningsarealer2014.pdf
http://www.aalborg.dk/media/840187/brandveje.pdf
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APPENDIX 5

FLEXIBILITY DIAGRAM
All of the clusters are in this project divided in terms of subjects, but in the
actually perspective it is up to the
school in Nærheden itself to divide the
school as they want. This is possible
because of the standardization of rooms for workshops and the subject laboratories. This mean that a traditional
way of divide the pupils in terms of
ages also is possible in this project of
the school in Nærheden.
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APPENDIX 5
AIR CHANGE RATE

THE CLUSTERS

THE ROOM

CLASS ROOM

WORKSHOP

PREPARE ROOM

TOILET

ATRIUM

AIR CHANGE RATE
(SENSORY)

4,5 h -1

3,7 h -1

2,4 h -1

3,7 h -1

0,5 h -1

AIR CHANGE RATE
(CO2 LEVEL)

4,5 h -1

2,9 h -1

2,3 h -1

2,9 h -1

0,1 h -1

AIR CHANGE RATE
(l/s m2)

5 l/s m2

3,7 l/s m2

0,6 l/s m2

3,7 l/s m2

0,1 l/s m2

STAFF AREA

CANTEEN

LIBRARY

SPORTS HALL

AUDITORIUM

4,8 h -1

2,1 h -1

1h

-1

-1

1h

-1

COMMON AREA

THE ROOM

AIR CHANGE RATE
(SENSORY)

1,6 h -1

AIR CHANGE RATE
(CO2 LEVEL)

0,3 h -1

AIR CHANGE RATE
(l/s m2)

Ill. 165 Air change rate
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1,7 l/s m2

5h

-1

1,3 l/s m2

1h

2,3 l/s m2

2,2 l/s m2

HOME AREA

-1

4,6 h -1

4,4 h -1

4,7 h -1

1,2 l/s m2

5,2 l/s m2

4h

APPENDIX 6

STEM+A
STEM is an American concept developed in 1997 by the American professor in microbiology Rita Colwell who worked as a
leader for NSF, United States National Science Foundation.
The concept was thereby developed in a scientific perspective, but it has later been expanded to become more sufficient
in relation to future educational institutions, hence the A in
STEAM.
STEAM today encompasses arts, chemistry, computer, information technology, engineering, geoscience, life science (humanities), physics, astronomy, and social sciences: sociology,
psychology and anthropology.
STEAM cannot be directly transferred into the Danish school
context, but it has drawn inspiration from it as a valuable learning concept. STEAM is a concept to make math and science useful for students, taking it out of the books and made
useful for students in the design process.
With STEAM, the teaching makes use of digital technologies,
develop students' ability to work according to scientific methods and thus prepare them for the job market. It is quite
essential with people who can work across different subjects
disciplines, are adaptable, cooperative and has an extensive
knowledge of multiple technologies. STEAM has changed
teaching from traditional educational policy based on test results to a modern ideal of making the process counts just as
high as that outcome. (Joyce and Dzoga, no date) Students
should learn by making mistakes, verify, be inspired by
others' experiences and opinions. They must acquire knowledge they can use in real life and not just for the exam. (WEF,
2016)
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APPENDIX
Result for the7cluster without solar panels
BE15 RESULTS

Result for the cluster with solar panels 100 m2

Ill. 166 BE15 results
without PV panels

Ill. 167 BE15 results
with PV panels

BE15 RESULTS OF CLUSTER

Heated floor area: 				1066,6 m2
Total surface area:
Outer walls: 1076 m2 with a u-value of the exterior walls of
Roof: 415 m2 u-value roof of 			
Floor: 415 m2 with a u-value foundation of 		

0.07 (W/m2)
0.06 (W/m2)
0.06 (W/m2)

Type of window: Velfac Ribo Triple Glazing
Glazed surface		
		
Ff: 0,85
G-value: 					0,50
U-value: 					0,72
				
Line loss:
Exterior wall foundation: 98,9 meter with a line loss of 0,04 (W/mK)
Line loss windows and doors: 242,82 meter with a line loss of 0,06 (W/mK)
Shading:
Shading towards the west facade and south facade.
Glazing percentage:
North: 30 %
South: 50 %
East: 45 %
West: 45 %

Ventilation:
Natural ventilation is expected to be running during night. The mechanical ventilation will be running according to the maximum need for ventilation the whole
year in the occupancy hours. In reality it is expected that the mechanical ventilation could be decreased in some periods and replaced by natural ventilation.
The mechanical ventilation:
Subject laboratories are set to be run 80 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 5 l/s m2.
Workshops are set to be run 80 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 3,7 l/s m2.
Toilet is set to be run 80 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 3,7 l/s m2.
Atrium is set to be run 70 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 0,1 l/s m2.
Staff preparation room is set to be run 50 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 0,5 l/m m2
Furthermore the internal heat gain is included according to the amount of people as well as the electricity consumption for artificial light.
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Result for the cluster without solar panels

Result for the cluster with solar panels 400 m2

Ill. 168 BE15 results

Result for the cluster without solar panelswithout PV panels

Ill. 169 BE15 results

Result for the cluster with solar panels 400 m2 with PV panels

BE15 RESULTS OF COMMON AREA

Heated floor area: 				3602 m2
Total surface area:
Outer walls: 2565 m2 with a u-value of the exterior walls of
Roof: 1818 m2 u-value roof of 			
Floor: 1818 m2 with a u-value foundation of 		

0.07 (W/m2)
0.06 (W/m2)
0.06 (W/m2)

Type of window: Velfac Ribo Triple Glazing
Glazed surface		
		
Ff: 0,85
G-value: 					0,50
U-value: 					0,72
Line loss:
Exterior wall foundation: 256 meter with a line loss of 0,04 (W/mK)
Line loss windows and doors: 521 meter with a line loss of 0,06 (W/mK)
Shading:
Shading towards the west facade and south facade.
Glazing percentage:
North: 30 %
South: 50 %
East: 45 %
West: 45 %

Ventilation:
Natural ventilation is expected to be running during night. The mechanical ventilation will be running according to the maximum need for ventilation the whole
year in the occupancy hours. In reality it is expected that the mechanical ventilation could be decreased in some periods and replaced by natural ventilation.
The mechanical ventilation:
Canteen are set to be run 80 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 1,3 l/s m2
Library are set to be run 80 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 2,3 l/s m2
Sportshall is set to be run 50 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 2,2 l/s m2
Auditorium is set to be run 30 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 1,2 l/s m2
Staff is set to be run 80 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 1,7 l/m m2
Home area is set to be run 80 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 5,2 l/m m2
The loop is set to be run 80 % of the time during occupancy hours.
Air change rate 1,3 l/m m2
Furthermore the internal heat gain is included according to the amount of people as well as the electricity consumption for artificial light.
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APPENDIX 8
CO2 CONCENTRATION
SBi 2012:17 Vejledning om behovsstyret ventilation Boliger, børneinstitutioner og skoler
1. udgave, 2012 ISBN 978-87-563-1569-2
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Ill. 170 CO2 concentration

APPENDIX 9
PV-PANELS CALCULATION

PV – A CALCULATION

Xm2 – Kwh
First the sum of total roof area of one cluster, with three different types of roofs is calculated.
Flat roof:
A= m2
Pitched roof:
A= m2
Double pitch roof:
A= m2
The energy consumption the PV can cover:
Installed power
C = A * B / 100 = kW peak
Annual yield = C * D * E
B = 12
D = 0,75
E = 1163
Annual yield = A *

B
100

*D*E

Annual yield = A *

12
100

* 0, 75 * 1163

Annual yield =

Be15/ Kwh – Xm2
Then the formula is changed, so the PV-panel area is isolated:
Annual yield = A *

B
100

*D*E

⇔

Annual yield = A *

B
100

*D*E

⇔

A=

annual yield
B
D*E * 100

So for an integrated monocrystalline PV panel with standard efficiency oriented towards south with
an inclination of 45 degrees, there is a need of:
A=

59362 kW h per year
12
0,75*1163 kW h/m2 * 100

= 531, 71 m2
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APPENDIX 9
WIND AND SUN DIAGRAMS
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APPENDIX 10
BUILDING REGULATION

Trafik- og Byggestyrelsens vejledning om
lydbestemmelser (Akustisk Indeklima)

Ill. 177 Building regulation

APPENDIX 11
OPEN OUTSIDE SCHOOL HOURS

Ill. 178 OPEN OUTSIDE SCHOOL HOURS

